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1. Purpose 
This document presents a range of empirical insights and industry developments that will help inform 
UK Power Networks’ strategic decision making in relation to the operation and management of our 
networks. 

We believe some of the key factors that will influence our decision making are the storage, generation, 
electric vehicle charging assets, and electrified heating installations connecting to our networks. 

The findings presented in this report will provide a view of the current landscape in relation to the 
above factors. Quarterly updates allow us to actively monitor current trends and maintain an up-to-
date, empirically based view of the future. 

Considering the immediate and future implications of the latest developments will enable us to take 
decisive action as appropriate and will ultimately help us to fulfil our vision of being the best 
performing Distribution Network Operator (DNO) group. 

 

 

  
“This document has been prepared for UK Power Networks’ internal 
purposes only. Where the document is shared it is provided for general 
information only. It is not intended to amount to advice upon which any 
third party should rely. You must obtain professional or specialist advice 
before taking or refraining from taking any action on the basis of this 
document on information contained in it. UK Power Networks makes no 
representation or warranty (express or implied) as to the fairness, 
accuracy, or completeness of the information contained within this 
document. UK Power Networks accepts no liability in connection with any 
reliance that you may place on the information provided and any such 
reliance that you place on this information is entirely at your own risk” 
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2. Executive Summary 
Electric Vehicles 

• In 2020, over 10,000 electric vehicle (EV) public charge points1 were installed across the UK. 
As of the end of 2020, the total number of public chargers installed across the country has 
exceeded 36,000. 

• Despite 2020 seeing total vehicle sales fall by 29%, annual sales of battery electric vehicle 
(BEV) and Plug-in Hybrid EVs (PHEVs) are 108,000 and 67,000 respectively, which is an increase 
of 186% and 91% when compared to last year. This has led to EVs exceeding 10% of the annual 
market share for the first time, meaning that in 2020 one in every ten new cars sold was 
electric. 

• Established by the UK government, the EV Energy Taskforce published a report “Moving from 
Proposals to Actions” to identify and prioritise 32 actions to facilitate the EV transition. 

• The European and the UK’s average EV to public charge point ratio has increased to 9.4 and 
11.4 respectively due to significant sales of EVs in 2020 Q3. The ratio of pure-EVs to total EVs 
of new EVs registered in the UK and Europe during the third quarter of 2020 is 0.61 and 0.52 
respectively. 

Generation, Flexibility, and Storage 
• Electricity generation from Major Power Producers (MPPs) is down 3% over 2020 Q3 

compared to 2019 Q3, this is due to a 3% decrease in the demand for electricity in the UK over 
the same time period. 

• In October, offshore wind provided 20% of MPP supply, which was the second highest share 
in the published time series. 

• The latest data, as of July 2020, shows that the UK has exceeded 1GW of large scale battery 
storage capacity, with an additional 1.3GW ready to build. 

• The latest Embedded Capacity Register (ECR) shows that there is 8GW of large (> 1MW) scale 
distributed generation connected to our networks, with an additional 6.5GW of accepted 
capacity. Of that 8GW of total connected large scale generator capacity, 5GW is supplied by 
renewable sources including solar (1.8GW), offshore wind (1GW), and onshore wind (0.6GW). 

• UK Power Networks was ranked first in the global Smart Grid Index, after finishing third in 
2018, and second in 2019. UK Power Networks was also classed as demonstrating best 
practice in five of the seven ranked categories. 

Economic Indicators and Brexit 
• The wholesale prices of gas and electricity in 2020 Q3 have increased from the record low in 

2020 Q2 due to the recovery of economy activity from the national lockdown and heatwaves 
in summer. 

• The retail prices of petrol and diesel increased in 2020 Q3 as demand went up after the 
lockdown restrictions were eased during summer. The quarterly increase from 2020 Q2 to Q3 
for petrol and diesel was 5% and 4% respectively. 

• Housing activity slowed down in 2020. The first three quarters of 2020 saw 91,000 housing 
starts, which is a reduction by 24% from the equivalent figure in 2019. 

• Key changes for the energy sector from Brexit include a new model of efficient electricity 
trading over interconnectors between Great Britain and the EU Single Electricity Market, as 
well as the UK to establish its own Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). 

                                                           
1 Public charge points are electric vehicle charge points that are publicly accessible and not at home nor 
workplace.  
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Net Zero Policies and Pathways 
• The UK has made a significant progress in net zero policies towards the end of 2020. Several 

key papers were published with funding commitments and detailed recommendation on 
reaching the net zero target by 2050, including The Path to Zero, Ten Point Plan for Green 
Industrial Revolution, National Infrastructure Strategy, the Sixth Carbon Budget and the 
Energy White Paper.    

• The Government’s Ten Point Plan comprised of a £12 billion investment to create and support 
up to 250,000 new green jobs in the UK. 

• The Climate Change Committee recommended the Balanced Net Zero Pathway in their Sixth 
Carbon Budget for the UK to reach the 2050 net zero target. This pathway requires a 78% 
reduction in emissions by 2035 (compared to 1990 levels). 

• Building on the Ten Point Plan and National Infrastructure Strategy, the Energy White Paper 
sets key commitments to achieve net zero in the following sectors: consumers, power, energy 
system, buildings, industrial energy as well as oil and gas. It also signposted a wide range of 
upcoming policies in 2021. 

• In January 2021, UK Power Networks published updated distribution future energy scenarios 
(DFES) to project regional uptake of zero carbon technologies out to 2050. The four scenario 
worlds presented in the DFES closely align with the narrative presented by National Grid in 
their 2020 Future Energy Scenarios; and are further built up by combining bespoke uptake 
forecasts for individual drivers of demand and generation within UK Power Networks’ region. 

Decarbonising Heat 
• There have been issues raised around the speed of delivery of the Green Homes Grant. As of 

6 January, there have been 58,000 applications, and only 11,000 grants issued. Of the 
remaining applications, 11,000 are being processed, and 35,000 have been sent back for 
clarification. 

• The original target was for the Green Homes Grant to last until March 2021, and to improve 
the thermal efficiency of 600,000 homes, requiring 100,000 approved grants per month. The 
extended target, lasting until March 2022, required 33,000 approved grants per month. 
Having only 11,000 successful grants four months in to the scheme could be a cause for 
concern. 

• As of November 2020, there have been 104,000 accreditations under the Renewable Heat 
Incentive, these accreditations have an aggregate capacity of 6.3GW. Of these installations, 
the majority consist of domestic installations, with only 20% of accreditations coming through 
the non-domestic renewable heat incentive scheme. 

• The Institution of Mechanical Engineers have identified a number of policy decisions that they 
believe discriminate against zero-carbon fuels such as hydrogen. These highlighted policies 
create barriers to a level playing field, and so remedies have been suggested to help achieve 
a truly technology neutral level playing field for decarbonisation. Among the suggested policy 
changes are a reduction in VAT for zero-carbon fuels. 

• The latest Heat Network Delivery Unit summary from the third quarter of 2020 shows that 
there are 114 heat networks in either the construction, planning, or feasibility study phase. 
This represents a capital investment of over £2bn, with £180m being made up of projects that 
are under construction. 
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3. Electric Vehicles 

 

3.1. UK Charging Infrastructure  

As of the end of 2020, the total number of public chargers installed in the UK is more than 36,0002, of 
which over 10,000 were installed in 2020 (see Figure 1). This represents an increase of 5% when 
compared to last year’s figure. There are three types of chargers readily available: rapid, fast and slow. 
The number of rapid chargers in the UK is approaching 9,300.  

Figure 1: Public charge points installed in the UK per annum 

 

Source: Zap-Map 

Due to an increase of EV registrations during second half of the year (details in the next section), the 
UK’s EV to public charger ratio as of 2020 Q3 increased to 11.4 (with total registered EV as of 2020 Q3 
being 373,223)3, which is nearly 10% higher than the figure in 2020 Q24. While the number of EV sales 

                                                           
2 Zap Map, https://www.zap-map.com/statistics/#points 
3 Table VEH0132a and VEH0132b, https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-
transport/about/statistics 
4 UKPN Market Intelligence Report September 2020 
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 There are more than 36,000 public charge points in the UK, and the 
cumulative number of registered electric vehicles has exceeded 460,000. 
As of 2020 Q3, the EV to charge point ratio in the UK is 11.4.  

EVs exceeded 10% of the annual market share for the first time, meaning 
that in 2020 one in every ten new cars sold was electric. 

Established by the UK government, the EV Energy Taskforce published a 
report “Moving from Proposals to Actions” to identify and prioritise 32 
actions to facilitate the EV transition.  

 

 

https://www.zap-map.com/statistics/#points
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-transport/about/statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-transport/about/statistics
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is expected to continue with its strong trend in 20215, it is becoming more urgent for the industry to 
expand the related charging infrastructure in order to decarbonise transport sector. 

UK’s top ranking charging networks by EV drivers 
Zap-Map announced the results of the annual EV charging network satisfaction rankings based on a 
survey with more than 1,500 EV drivers from its community6. The respondents were asked to rate the 
networks which they use regularly from the maximum of 5.0 to the lowest score of 2.0. Areas of 
interests include their overall satisfaction of the network and their view on four areas: reliability, ease 
of use, cost, and facilities.  

In this survey, sixteen EV charging networks were ranked, which is an increase of six from the 2019 
survey. According to Dr Ben Lane, Co-founder and CTO at Zap-Map, this survey provides a clear market 
indicator of what makes for “a good charging experience, with reliability and ease of use being key 
priorities”. Tesla, with over 560 high power superchargers and 1,100 destination chargers serving its 
own brand of EVs across the country, is ranked as the best network. It achieves the top spot in the 
overall satisfaction as well as all other survey categories except cost, were it came behind the 
ChargePlace Scotland network which has many free to use chargers. Looking at InstaVolt and Osprey 
(ranked second and third respectively), common features between them are having reliable chargers 
located at good visible locations in addition to simple, contactless payment system.   

Figure 2: Zap Map user rating on EV charging networks (Top 5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Zap-Map7 

 

                                                           
5 200,000+ pure EVs to hit UK roads in 2021, https://fleetworld.co.uk/200000-pure-evs-to-hit-uk-roads-in-
2021/ 
6 Revealed: UK’s top ranking electric vehicle networks, Zap Map, https://www.zap-map.com/revealed-uks-top-
ranking-electric-vehicle-networks/ 
7 Rating of Tesla is an average of Tesla Supercharger (5.0) and Destination (4.4) networks. 
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https://fleetworld.co.uk/200000-pure-evs-to-hit-uk-roads-in-2021/
https://fleetworld.co.uk/200000-pure-evs-to-hit-uk-roads-in-2021/
https://www.zap-map.com/revealed-uks-top-ranking-electric-vehicle-networks/
https://www.zap-map.com/revealed-uks-top-ranking-electric-vehicle-networks/
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Addressing range anxiety with a digital solution 
Range anxiety is a common concern for EV drivers and those considering switching to an EV8. Besides 
expanding charging networks, HERE Technologies, an open location data and technology platform9, 
has provided a digital solution with a novel EV Routing feature in its Advanced Driver Assistance 
Systems (ADAS) products. Based on the vehicle’s model and adjusted with real time information such 
as traffic, weather and charger availability10, EV Routing minimises range anxiety by giving EV drivers 
a tailored advice on the most optimal route to the nearest vacant charging stops.    

Charge Collective – Collaboration between UK Power Networks and local authorities 
To ensure that no one is left behind in the EV transition, UK Power Networks has launched a pilot 
project with five local authorities; Cambridge City and Cambridgeshire County Councils, Norwich City 
Council, Norfolk County Council and the London Borough of Redbridge, to jointly identify charge point 
blackspots11. UK Power Networks will then hold a competition to incentivise investors for delivering 
these priority charge points at the lowest cost. By collaborating with the local authorities, UK Power 
Networks is aiming to remove some of the financial barriers in expanding the public charging network, 
which has a potential to get scaled up if the project is successful12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
8 UK watchdog studies 'range anxiety' in electric vehicle charging, https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-
autos-antitrust/uk-watchdog-studies-range-anxiety-in-electric-vehicle-charging-idUKKBN28C0TY?edition-
redirect=uk 
9 HERE Technologies makes EV driving a more seamless, personalized experience, 
https://www.here.com/sites/g/files/odxslz166/files/2021-
01/20210111_HERE%20makes%20driving%20EV%20a%20more%20seamless%20experience.pdf 
10 HERE shows just what’s possible when AV tech turns to futuristic mapping, 
https://www.slashgear.com/here-shows-just-whats-possible-when-av-tech-turns-to-futuristic-mapping-
12654625/ 
11 Joint effort to unlock EV charging for all- Five local authorities are joining forces with the UK’s biggest 
electricity network operator in a bid to end EV charging blackspots., 
https://www.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/internet/en/news-and-press/press-releases/Joint-effort-to-unlock-EV-
charging-for-all.html 
12 UKPN partners local councils in bid to identify and incentivise priority EV chargepoint deployment, 
https://www.current-news.co.uk/news/ukpn-partners-local-councils-in-bid-to-identify-and-incentivise-
priority-ev-chargepoint-deployment 

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-autos-antitrust/uk-watchdog-studies-range-anxiety-in-electric-vehicle-charging-idUKKBN28C0TY?edition-redirect=uk
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-autos-antitrust/uk-watchdog-studies-range-anxiety-in-electric-vehicle-charging-idUKKBN28C0TY?edition-redirect=uk
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-autos-antitrust/uk-watchdog-studies-range-anxiety-in-electric-vehicle-charging-idUKKBN28C0TY?edition-redirect=uk
https://www.here.com/sites/g/files/odxslz166/files/2021-01/20210111_HERE%20makes%20driving%20EV%20a%20more%20seamless%20experience.pdf
https://www.here.com/sites/g/files/odxslz166/files/2021-01/20210111_HERE%20makes%20driving%20EV%20a%20more%20seamless%20experience.pdf
https://www.slashgear.com/here-shows-just-whats-possible-when-av-tech-turns-to-futuristic-mapping-12654625/
https://www.slashgear.com/here-shows-just-whats-possible-when-av-tech-turns-to-futuristic-mapping-12654625/
https://www.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/internet/en/news-and-press/press-releases/Joint-effort-to-unlock-EV-charging-for-all.html
https://www.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/internet/en/news-and-press/press-releases/Joint-effort-to-unlock-EV-charging-for-all.html
https://www.current-news.co.uk/news/ukpn-partners-local-councils-in-bid-to-identify-and-incentivise-priority-ev-chargepoint-deployment
https://www.current-news.co.uk/news/ukpn-partners-local-councils-in-bid-to-identify-and-incentivise-priority-ev-chargepoint-deployment
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3.2. UK Electric Vehicle Update 

The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMTT)13 reported that monthly registrations of 
pure-EVs in 2020 have consistently exceeded Plug-in Hybrids. Despite a dramatic decline in the overall 
UK car sales (down by 29% in total14), yearly sales of pure-EVs and PHEVs are 108,205 and 66,877 
respectively, which is an increase of 186% and 91% when compared to the equivalent figures last year. 
In terms of market share over 2020, pure-EVs and PHEVs are responsible for 7% and 4% of 
registrations, achieving an aggregate market share in excess of 10% for the first time.  

Figure 3: Pure-EV and PHEV registrations in 2020 

 

Source: Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders 

The cumulative number of registered EVs in the UK has exceeded 460,000, which is a substantial 
increase from the reported figures of around 340,000 (up to August) in the last report. One 
contributing factor could be that more electric car models are being made available in the market15. 
However, there are additional reasons to explain its popularity as an aftermath from the first national 
lockdown16. The car dealers have adopted online solutions to improve their interactions with the 
customers and enabled their transactions to complete with click and collect. Furthermore, 
government policy including the Ultra Low Emissions Zone in London has encouraged customers to 
purchase EVs over the petrol or diesel models. 

 

 

                                                           
13Car Registrations, https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/car-registrations/ 

14 2020 was the best-ever year for EV sales, new data reveals, https://airqualitynews.com/2021/01/06/2020-
was-the-best-ever-year-for-ev-sales-new-data-reveals/ 
15 Plug-in car sales grew by 140% in 2020, https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/news/latest-fleet-news/electric-fleet-
news/2021/01/14/plug-in-car-sales-grew-by-140-in-2020 
16 HOW CORONAVIRUS PLAGUED THE UK CAR MARKET IN 2020, 
https://www.driving.co.uk/news/features/coronavirus-plagued-uk-car-market-2020/ 
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https://airqualitynews.com/2021/01/06/2020-was-the-best-ever-year-for-ev-sales-new-data-reveals/
https://airqualitynews.com/2021/01/06/2020-was-the-best-ever-year-for-ev-sales-new-data-reveals/
https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/news/latest-fleet-news/electric-fleet-news/2021/01/14/plug-in-car-sales-grew-by-140-in-2020
https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/news/latest-fleet-news/electric-fleet-news/2021/01/14/plug-in-car-sales-grew-by-140-in-2020
https://www.driving.co.uk/news/features/coronavirus-plagued-uk-car-market-2020/
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With the exception in West Midlands, the 12-month movement of EV registrations between 2019 Q3 
and 2020 Q3 in all other UK regions recorded growth, ranging from almost 244% in the North West to 
37% in the North East. The South East is still the region with most EV registrations overall in 2020 Q3, 
followed by London and North West. 

Table 1: 12-movement in cumulative EV registrations between 2020 Q3 and 2019 Q3 

Region 2020 Q3 2019 Q3 12-month movement 12-month movement (%) 

London 50,758 34,573 16,185 47% 
Scotland 22,095 14,687 7,408 50% 
Yorkshire and the 
Humber 

25,865 16,157 9,708 60% 

Wales 7,327 4,895 2,432 50% 
North West 44,215 12,841 31,374 244% 
South East 78,012 49,703 28,309 57% 
East Midlands 18,382 13,174 5,208 40% 
West Midlands 25,067 32,155 -7,088 -22% 
South West 44,079 25,936 18,143 70% 
East of England 42,029 29,760 12,269 41% 
Northern Ireland 4,186 2,960 1,226 41% 
North East 5,555 4,032 1,523 38% 
England  333,982 218,331 115,651 53% 
UK 373,223 245,139 128,084 52% 

Source: Department for Transport statistics  
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EV Energy Taskforce 
Established by the government in 2018 and bringing views from over 350 organisations17, the EV 
Energy Taskforce (EVET) published a report “Moving from Proposals to Actions”18 in October 2020 to 
prioritise and detail actions required in their initial 21 proposals identified in January 2020. 

Figure 4: Roles of EVET 

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

Source: EVET’s Moving from Proposals to Actions 

By analysing the 21 proposals and validating the assessments with stakeholder consultations, EVET 
identified 32 actions and prioritised them as either High, Medium or Low. The actions will be 
implemented by four workgroups including (1) Planning Energy & Transport, (2) Consumer, (3) Smart 
Charging & Cyber Security and (4) Data Accessibility & Privacy. As reported by Low Carbon Vehicle 
Partnership, which facilitates the work of EVET, the highest priority items to take forward are19: 

1. Supporting the delivery of a resilient charging infrastructure through implementing cyber 
security practices that go beyond the charge point. 

2. Enabling smart charging by establishing minimum technical requirements for all smart charge 
points suitable for long duration charging.  

3. Giving consumers real control of their data through the development of a data access and 
privacy framework with Government and Ofgem. 

4. Coordination of industry’s consumer-facing information about EVs, smart charging products 
and services. 

5. Collating evidence to facilitate effective electricity network investment. 
6. Supporting the delivery of high-quality public charging by specifying UK-wide best practice for 

public charge point and associated infrastructure planning. 
7. Ensuring the latest evidence of consumer requirements in available and utilised in EV charging 

and infrastructure programmes. 

                                                           
17 EV Energy Taskforce can't 'rest on its laurels' as key actions for electrification identified, 
https://www.current-news.co.uk/news/ev-energy-taskforce-cant-rest-on-its-laurels-as-key-actions-for-
electrification-identified 
18 Moving from Proposals to actions, https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/assets/reports/EVET_moving-from-
proposals-to-actions.pdf 
19 EV Energy Taskforce reconvenes to drive action in the electric transition and help deliver Net Zero, 
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/news,ev-energy-taskforce-reconvenes-to-drive-action-in-the-electric-transition-
and-help-deliver-net-zero_4136.htm 

https://www.current-news.co.uk/news/ev-energy-taskforce-cant-rest-on-its-laurels-as-key-actions-for-electrification-identified
https://www.current-news.co.uk/news/ev-energy-taskforce-cant-rest-on-its-laurels-as-key-actions-for-electrification-identified
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/assets/reports/EVET_moving-from-proposals-to-actions.pdf
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/assets/reports/EVET_moving-from-proposals-to-actions.pdf
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/news,ev-energy-taskforce-reconvenes-to-drive-action-in-the-electric-transition-and-help-deliver-net-zero_4136.htm
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/news,ev-energy-taskforce-reconvenes-to-drive-action-in-the-electric-transition-and-help-deliver-net-zero_4136.htm
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3.3. European Public Charging Infrastructure 

Public charge point infrastructure in Europe20 totals at more than 271,000 charge points and is 
dominated by five countries, namely the Netherlands, Germany, France, the UK and Norway. These 
countries account for almost 74% of public charge points in Europe, similar to the last reported figure. 
In terms of 2020 market share, Norway becomes the first country to see its 2020 EV market share 
exceed 70%, and across the Europe the overall figure has increased from 8% to 9%.  

Table 2: Breakdown of public charging infrastructure by for a selection of European countries 

Country Public charge 
points 

% of all European 
charge points 

Electric 
Vehicles 

% of all 
European 
EVs 

2020 
market 
share21 

Netherlands 61,534 23% 250,519 10% 17% 
Germany 43,776 16% 404,090 16% 11% 

France 44,892 17% 354,676 14% 10% 
UK 31,320 12% 380,75122 15% 9% 

Norway 18,273 7% 420,237 17% 72% 
Italy 13,176 5% 69,485 3% 3% 

Austria 8,065 3% 50,600 2% 8% 
Sweden 9,511 4% 154,294 6% 29% 
Belgium 8,246 3% 87,899 4% 9% 

Switzerland 7,304 3% 70,238 3% 12% 
Spain 7,738 3% 67,772 3% 4% 

Denmark 2,948 1% 43,165 2% 13% 
Finland 3,289 1% 40,315 2% 17% 

Europe total 271,337     100% 2,547,086 100% 9% 

Source: European Alternative Fuels Observatory (EAFO)23  

The European average EV to public charge point ratio is now 9.4, which has further increased by 0.8 
from the last reported figure. Of the top 5 countries with most EV charge points, Norway and the UK 
both have EV to charge point ratios higher than the average, while the ratios for the Netherlands, 
France and Germany are 4.1, 7.9, and 9.4 respectively. All five countries have higher EV to charge point 
ratios that last reported, meaning the number of EV sales grew significantly faster than public charge 
point installations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
20 “Europe” refers to the EU + UK + European Free Trade Association +Turkey 
21 2020 market share refers to the percentage of newly registered cars that are electric 
22 EAFO figures for EV count and charge points are believed to be a few months out of date and do not reflect 
the UKs actual current total. EAFO figures have been used for consistency of sources between countries. 
23 European Alternative Fuels Observatory (EAFO), https://www.eafo.eu/alternative-fuels/electricity/charging-
infra-stats## 

https://www.eafo.eu/alternative-fuels/electricity/charging-infra-stats
https://www.eafo.eu/alternative-fuels/electricity/charging-infra-stats
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Figure 5: EV to public charge point ratio for selected European countries 

 

Source: European Alternative Fuels Observatory (EAFO) 

 

Integrating EV chargers in existing buildings and roles of various entities 
McKinsey & Company estimate that EV sales in the EU-27 plus the UK to quadruple in the next five 
years due to a great variety of new models becoming available (more than 250 new models in next 
two years) and regulatory support in banning petrol vehicles24. In McKinsey’s latest publication “How 
charging in buildings can power up the electric-vehicle industry”, the projection is by 2030, the 
additional annual power demand in buildings arising from EV charging in the EU-27 plus the UK will be 
at least 130TWh per year.  

Figure 6: Projected EV market power demands 

 

Source: McKinsey & Company 

Most of the chargers at passenger-car charging stations will be AC level 2 chargers, which supply up 
to 19kWh and requires the same current as other electrical components in homes and workplaces etc. 

                                                           
24 How charging in buildings can power up the electric-vehicle industry, 
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Electric%20Power%20and%20Natural%20Gas/Our
%20Insights/How%20charging%20in%20buildings%20can%20power%20up%20the%20electric%20vehicle%20i
ndustry/How-charging-in-buildings-can-power-up-the-electric-vehicle-industry-vF2.pdf?shouldIndex=false 
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https://www.mckinsey.com/%7E/media/McKinsey/Industries/Electric%20Power%20and%20Natural%20Gas/Our%20Insights/How%20charging%20in%20buildings%20can%20power%20up%20the%20electric%20vehicle%20industry/How-charging-in-buildings-can-power-up-the-electric-vehicle-industry-vF2.pdf?shouldIndex=false
https://www.mckinsey.com/%7E/media/McKinsey/Industries/Electric%20Power%20and%20Natural%20Gas/Our%20Insights/How%20charging%20in%20buildings%20can%20power%20up%20the%20electric%20vehicle%20industry/How-charging-in-buildings-can-power-up-the-electric-vehicle-industry-vF2.pdf?shouldIndex=false
https://www.mckinsey.com/%7E/media/McKinsey/Industries/Electric%20Power%20and%20Natural%20Gas/Our%20Insights/How%20charging%20in%20buildings%20can%20power%20up%20the%20electric%20vehicle%20industry/How-charging-in-buildings-can-power-up-the-electric-vehicle-industry-vF2.pdf?shouldIndex=false
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As for commercial vehicles, although most of them are expected to be charged overnight with AC 
power in their depots, there will be a significant increase in use of direct-current fast chargers (DCFCs), 
which can provide up to 350kWh, for use in large batteries for heavy-duty transport towards the end 
of 2020s. Due to large power requirement, wide deployment of AC level 2 chargers and DCFCs on a 
single site will likely incur a significant cost for distribution network upgrades that takes up to 15-20% 
of the project cost. 

Figure 7: Up-front cost components of various EV charger projects (in %) 

 

Source: McKinsey & Company 
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To facilitate a smooth EV transition, it is crucial for various entities including building developers, urban 
planners and regulators, charge-point operators and grid operators to collaborate for a cost-efficient 
project delivery of a substantial number of EV chargers.  

 

Figure 8: Various roles in EV transition for chargers in building

 

Source: McKinsey & Company 
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•Example: The International Code Council introduced a provision in 
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interoperability.
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operators
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flexibility.
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3.4. European Electric Vehicle Markets 

According to data from the European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA), Germany, 
Norway, the UK, France and the Netherlands account for 72% of the total number of EVs25 in Europe, 
which is similar to the last reported figure. In 2020 Q3, the number of quarterly EV sales in Europe 
doubled from the figure in 2020 Q2. Germany recorded an increase of more than 100% from 41,000 
to over 110,000. ACEA explained the strong growth as mainly due to the incentives by national 
governments which encourages buyers to purchase EVs as a way of boosting demand as a recovery 
from the pandemic26, for example in Germany the federal share of BEV subsidies doubled to 5,000 
euros27. 

Figure 9: Leading European countries for EV registrations up to 2020 Q3 

 

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association28 

Looking at growth of EV registrations, there have been substantial overall EV stock increases in both 
the EU (147%) and the UK (178%) over the 12-months between 2020 Q3 and 2019 Q3. There are five 
countries in the major European EV markets, namely Germany, France, the UK, Spain and Belgium, 
where BEV registrations increased over 100% (ranging from 221% to 105%) in 12-months. The growth 
in PHEVs is even faster, with an increase of 269% across the EU, five countries have recorded over 
300% growth between 12-months (Germany, France, Netherlands, Belgium and Switzerland).  

 

 

                                                           
25 This refers to total electric chargeable vehicles, including pure-EV, PHEV, fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) and 
extended range electric vehicle (EREV).  
26 Plug-in cars reach 9.9% EU market share this Q3/2020, https://www.electrive.com/2020/11/05/plug-in-cars-
reach-9-9-eu-marketshare-this-q3-2020/ 
27 Germany doubles EV subsidies, no more diesel support, https://www.electrive.com/2020/06/04/germany-
doubles-ev-subsidies-no-more-diesel-support/ 
28 European Automobile Manufacturers Association, https://www.acea.be/statistics/tag/category/electric-
and-alternative-vehicle-registrations 
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Other
14%

https://www.electrive.com/2020/11/05/plug-in-cars-reach-9-9-eu-marketshare-this-q3-2020/
https://www.electrive.com/2020/11/05/plug-in-cars-reach-9-9-eu-marketshare-this-q3-2020/
https://www.electrive.com/2020/06/04/germany-doubles-ev-subsidies-no-more-diesel-support/
https://www.electrive.com/2020/06/04/germany-doubles-ev-subsidies-no-more-diesel-support/
https://www.acea.be/statistics/tag/category/electric-and-alternative-vehicle-registrations
https://www.acea.be/statistics/tag/category/electric-and-alternative-vehicle-registrations
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Table 3: 12-month movement in major European EV markets 

Country 2020 Q3 BEV 
registrations 

12-month 
movement 

2020 Q3 PHEV 
registrations 

12-month 
movement 

Total EV 
change (%) 

France 25,570 173% 20,090 407% 242% 
Germany 54,170 221% 56,341 466% 311% 
UK 35,654 172% 22,769 189% 178% 
Netherlands 14,355 0% 4,770 384% 25% 
Norway 19,672 38% 7,288 122% 53% 
Sweden 7,086 87% 16,915 235% 172% 
Switzerland 5,493 89% 3,619 332% 143% 
Belgium 4,384 105% 8,050 362% 221% 
Spain 4,740 136% 5,693 284% 199% 
EU 135,461 85% 138,348 269% 147% 
Europe Total 161,310 78% 149,735 257% 135% 

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association 

Quarterly EV registrations in Europe show a significant increase in 2020 Q3. There were six countries 
with over 15,000 new EVs registered in 2020 Q3 - Norway, the UK, Germany France, Netherlands and 
Sweden.    

Figure 10: Quarterly EV registrations29 

 

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association 

 

 

 

                                                           
29The spikes in the final quarters of 2015 and 2016 are due to tax changes in the Netherlands that came into 
effect in January 2016 and January 2017. No further such changes are scheduled in the Netherlands. 
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The quarterly BEV to EV ratio in the UK and Europe is 0.61 and 0.52 respectively. This represents a 
decrease in BEV ratio in the UK (reduction of 0.07 since last reported). The slight increase of the 
BEV/EV ratio in Europe by 0.01 is related to the policy incentive as discussed and the increasing 
popularity of German electric car models including Volkswagen, Porsche and BMW30.  

Figure 11: Quarterly BEV to PHEV ratio 

 

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
30 German carmakers increase electric car sales, https://www.electrive.com/2021/01/12/german-carmakers-
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EV development outlook in 2021 
With the success in 2020 and support of government policies for both emissions reduction and 
economic recovery, the EV sales outlook in 2021 remains promising as projected by various sources. 
Here are two areas to look out for, particularly for the European market, in 2021: 

• Germany carmakers to take on Tesla in luxury EV market  
Volkswagen (VW) Group, Mercedes and BMW have set ambitious goals to launch their new 
models in 2021. Following their success with ID.3, which became the top-selling BEV in Nordic 
countries such as Norway31 in late 2020, VW is keen on driving down the vehicle price with 
their EV platform32 modular electric drive matrix (MEB) that is solely designed for BEVs33, and 
adding new models such as ID.4 electric SUV to it. Mercedes will launch new models including 
EQA and a more expensive EQS with travel range slightly more than Tesla Model S; and BMW 
have set a target to double its sales of BEV to comply with the carbon emission targets34.  
 

• Race for solid state batteries 
A solid state battery is a battery that doesn’t use liquid electrolytes and is expected to “charge 
faster, hold more power and last longer than traditional EV batteries”35. VW and Bill Gates are 
investing in a start-up, QuantumScape, for batteries which aims to hold 80% more storage36. 
Meanwhile Toyota is working with Panasonic to unveil a prototype EV solid state battery next 
year. The company claims it will have more than double the travel range of an EV running on 
a conventional lithium-ion battery37. Besides VW and Toyota; Nissian, Samsung, Ford and 
BMW partnered with Colorado-based Solid Power, as well as Mercedes with Hydro-Quebec 
are all in the race for early advances in solid-state technology38.  

 

                                                           
31 VW's Move To EVs Is Off To A Strong Start, https://carbuzz.com/news/vws-move-to-evs-is-off-to-a-strong-
start 
32 Yes, 2021 is the year EVs go mainstream, https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/new-
energies/europe/features/yes-2021-year-evs-go-
mainstream?a=FJA05&t%5B0%5D=Electrification&t%5B1%5D=ICE&curl=1 
33 Volkswagen Wants to Sell Three Million EVs a Year; Here's the Full Story on the Platform They'll Ride On, 
https://www.caranddriver.com/news/a23473534/volkswagen-electric-cars-plans/ 
34 BMW plans to double battery electric car sales this year, https://www.autoblog.com/2021/01/16/bmw-
plans-double-ev-sales/ 
35 VW-backed QuantumScape says its solid-state batteries will enable EVs to travel farther and charge faster, 
https://www.theverge.com/2020/12/8/22158573/quantumscape-solid-state-battery-ev-range-charge-vw 
36 Electric Vehicle Launches To Watch Out For In 2021, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesmorris/2020/12/19/electric-vehicle-launches-to-watch-out-for-in-
2021/?sh=2e01aa87165b 
37 Toyota's game-changing solid-state battery en route for 2021 debut, https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Most-
read-in-2020/Toyota-s-game-changing-solid-state-battery-en-route-for-2021-debut 
38 Toyota's Solid-State Battery Prototype Could Be an EV Game Changer, 
https://www.motortrend.com/news/toyota-solid-state-battery-ev-2021/ 
 

https://carbuzz.com/news/vws-move-to-evs-is-off-to-a-strong-start
https://carbuzz.com/news/vws-move-to-evs-is-off-to-a-strong-start
https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/new-energies/europe/features/yes-2021-year-evs-go-mainstream?a=FJA05&t%5B0%5D=Electrification&t%5B1%5D=ICE&curl=1
https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/new-energies/europe/features/yes-2021-year-evs-go-mainstream?a=FJA05&t%5B0%5D=Electrification&t%5B1%5D=ICE&curl=1
https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/new-energies/europe/features/yes-2021-year-evs-go-mainstream?a=FJA05&t%5B0%5D=Electrification&t%5B1%5D=ICE&curl=1
https://www.caranddriver.com/news/a23473534/volkswagen-electric-cars-plans/
https://www.autoblog.com/2021/01/16/bmw-plans-double-ev-sales/
https://www.autoblog.com/2021/01/16/bmw-plans-double-ev-sales/
https://www.theverge.com/2020/12/8/22158573/quantumscape-solid-state-battery-ev-range-charge-vw
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesmorris/2020/12/19/electric-vehicle-launches-to-watch-out-for-in-2021/?sh=2e01aa87165b
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesmorris/2020/12/19/electric-vehicle-launches-to-watch-out-for-in-2021/?sh=2e01aa87165b
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Most-read-in-2020/Toyota-s-game-changing-solid-state-battery-en-route-for-2021-debut
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Most-read-in-2020/Toyota-s-game-changing-solid-state-battery-en-route-for-2021-debut
https://www.motortrend.com/news/toyota-solid-state-battery-ev-2021/
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4. Generation, Flexibility, and Storage 

 

4.1. UK Generation Mix 

Electricity generated by Major Power Producers (MPPs) totalled 61.8 TWh in the period from August 
to October 2020, a 3.0 per cent decrease compared to the same period a year ago. This is due to a 3% 
decrease in the demand for electricity in the UK over the same time period. Additionally, on a 12 
month view, renewable generation continues increasing its share of the UK generation mix (See Figure 
16). The increasing share is driven primarily by offshore wind farms, which increased generation by 
11% in 2020 Q3 compared to the same period in 2019. In October, offshore wind provided slightly 
over 19% of MPP supply, which was the second highest share in the published time series. 

Nuclear electricity supply was 21% lower in 2020 Q3 than in the same period in 2019. In August, 
nuclear electricity supply was the lowest value for a single month on the published data series at 3.0 
TWh. During this time, maintenance outages continued at Hartlepool, Heynsham 1, Dungeness B and 
Hinkley Point B, and finished at Hunterston B and Sizewell B. Despite substantially lower nuclear 
generation, zero-carbon electricity sources provided about 54% of MPP supply in the three months to 
October 2020, which was just 3% lower than the same period in 2019. 

Figure 12: Annual UK generation mix - long term trend 

 

Source: UK Government statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/electricity-section-5-energy-trends  

The long term trends of renewable generation shows the sharp rise that has been seen since 2017, 
since then, renewable generation has almost doubled. Gas and nuclear continue their slow decline, 
falling 15% and 6% respectively in the 12 months to October 2020 compared to the 12 months to 
October 2019. 
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 Electricity generated by renewable major power producers accounted for 
36% of the total supply in 2020 Q3. In October, offshore wind provided 
slightly over 19% of MPP supply, the second highest share on record. 

UK Power Networks was ranked first in the global Smart Grid Index, after 
finishing third in 2018, and second in 2019.  

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/electricity-section-5-energy-trends
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Figure 13: UK generation mix - 12 months to October 2020 

 

Source: UK Government statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/electricity-section-5-energy-trends 

On a 12 month view, zero-carbon generation rose 12% in the 12 months to October 2020 compared 
to the 12 months to October 2019, mostly due to substantial increases in both on and offshore wind 
generation. This is despite the 43GWh fall in renewable generation in 2020 Q3. 

Meanwhile; gas, nuclear, and coal saw a collective drop in generation of 23 TWh, compared to a 
collective increase of 12 TWh in wind, bioenergy, and solar generation. 
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Figure 14: UK Generation mix – variation between 12 months to October 2020 and the 12 months to October 2019 

 

Note: Renewables highlighted in red 

Source: UK Government statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/electricity-section-5-energy-trends 

On a quarterly view, solar generation is down 25% on 2020 Q2, due to the less sunny weather later in 
the year, however solar generation in 2020 Q3 was slightly higher than in 2019 Q3. Meanwhile, wind 
and gas generation are up 10% and 37% respectively. 

Table 4: UK generation- quarterly trend 

Technology 2020 Q3 
(TWh) 

2020 Q2 
(TWh) 

2019 Q3 
(TWh) 

Quarterly increase Annual increase 

Gas 27 19 25 37% 6% 
Nuclear 10 11 12 -8% -20% 
Solar 1 2 1 -25% 1% 
Offshore wind 8 7 7 10% 12% 
Onshore wind 5 4 5 11% -1% 
Bioenergy 4 5 4 -14% -1% 
Total Electricity 
Generated 59 53 60 12% -1% 
Total 
Renewables 20 19 19 1% 3% 

Source: UK Government statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/electricity-section-5-energy-trends 
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4.2. UK Storage 

The latest data, as of July 2020, shows that the UK has exceeded 1GW of large scale battery storage 
capacity, with an additional 1.3GW ready to build. 

Figure 15: UK Battery storage 

 

Source: https://marketresearch.solarmedia.co.uk/products/uk-battery-storage-project-database-report  

Of the battery storage installations listed in the Renewable Energy Planning Database (REPD39); the 
East, South East, and London40 contain 23% of the total battery storage capacity, but 29% of pipeline 
installations – equating to 2GW of storage capacity. This shows that our areas, particularly the South 
East are seen as attractive locations for large scale battery storage installations. 

Figure 16: Battery storage capacity by region 

 

Source: Renewable Energy Planning Database 

                                                           
39 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/renewable-energy-planning-database-monthly-extract  
40 These regions roughly correspond to our Eastern, South Eastern, and London licence areas, although the 
South Eastern region is significantly larger. 
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There is a discrepancy between some of the figures reported in the REPD and those reported in our 
Embedded Capacity Register. For example, the REPD lists there being no battery storage capacity in 
London, whereas we know there is a 3MW battery under the Emirates Stadium. Despite this, the REPD 
remains a good source for understanding where the UKs battery storage capacity is, and where it is 
likely to connect in the future. 

Other areas with a significant pipeline capacity include the South West (1GW), Scotland (1GW), and 
the North West (670MW). 

Included in the pipeline of large scale battery storage projects in the East of England is the InterGen 
project in Essex41. The project will be the UK’s largest battery storage installation, with a capacity more 
than ten times the UK’s current largest operational battery project. The project is expected to cost 
£200m and will have a capacity of at least 320MW / 640MWh – enough to power 300,000 homes for 
two hours, with the potential to expand to 1.3GWh. As with most grid scale batteries, the project will 
mostly be used to support and stabilise existing electricity supplies via system balancing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
41 https://www.powerengineeringint.com/smart-grid-td/energy-storage/consent-granted-for-the-uks-largest-
battery-energy-storage-project/  

https://www.powerengineeringint.com/smart-grid-td/energy-storage/consent-granted-for-the-uks-largest-battery-energy-storage-project/
https://www.powerengineeringint.com/smart-grid-td/energy-storage/consent-granted-for-the-uks-largest-battery-energy-storage-project/
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4.3. UK Power Network’s Distributed Generation 

The latest Embedded Capacity Register (ECR) shows that there is 8GW of large (> 1MW) scale 
distributed generation connected to our networks, with an additional 6.5GW of accepted capacity. Of 
that 8GW of total connected large scale generator capacity, 5GW is supplied by renewable sources 
including solar (1.8GW), offshore wind (1GW), and onshore wind (0.6GW). Overall large renewable 
generators constitute 63% of UK Power Networks’ large scale generator capacity. 

Figure 17: UK Power Networks large scale connections 

 

Source: Embedded Capacity Register – December 2020 

Overall, renewable generators are seeing a greater amount of accepted capacity in relation to their 
existing capacity than non-renewable generators. There is 1.3GW of accepted non-renewable 
capacity, a 45% increase on existing non-renewable capacity, whereas there is 5.2GW of accepted 
renewable capacity, a 104% increase on existing renewable capacity. 

Figure 18: Accepted and connected renewable capacity 

 

Source: Embedded Capacity Register – December 2020 

The majority of accepted renewable capacity is from solar and battery storage applications, which 
total 4GW. 
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4.4. UK Power Networks Storage 

There are 14 grid scale batteries connected to UK Power Networks’ networks, with an aggregate 
capacity of 253MW. Only one battery was connected in 2020, a 13.3MW unit in EPN. The 14 rid scale 
batteries have an aggregate capacity of 253MW, with 148MW being located in EPN. 

Table 5: UK Power Networks storage summary 

Area Connected capacity (MW) Accepted capacity (MW) 
EPN 148 989 
LPN 3 - 
SPN 103 911 
UKPN 253 1,901 

Source: Embedded Capacity Register – December 2020 

In terms of both capacity and count, 2020 was the second most successful year for storage 
applications, receiving 18 applications for a total of 690MW. Only 2017 saw more storage applications. 

Figure 19: UK Power Networks' storage applications 

 

Source: Embedded Capacity Register – December 2020 

Last year also saw the highest average capacity of an accepted application, 38MW. This is far in excess 
of the average capacity of battery storage units already connected to our networks – just 18MW. 
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4.5. Smart Grid Index 

Having a smart electricity network is recognised as being vital to allowing the widespread uptake of 
low-carbon technologies (LCTs). The global Smart Grid Index is determined by the Singapore Power 
(SP) group, has been in operation since 2018 and benchmarks the top 85 global utilities against each 
other to determine a ranking with respect to how smart their grid is. It is a quantifiable framework 
that measures smartness of power grids in seven key dimensions. These are: 

• Monitoring and control 
• Data analytics 
• Supply reliability 
• Distributed Energy Resource (DER) integration 
• Green energy 
• Security 
• Customer empowerment and satisfaction 

UK Power Networks, after ranked third in 2018, and second in 2019, has topped the ranking in 2020, 
making us the best network overall with regards to the seven smart grid factors. 

Figure 20: Smart Grid Index scores of the six UK DNOs and USA utility PG&E (ranked 1st in 2018 and 2019)42 

 

Source: SP group Smart Index https://www.spgroup.com.sg/what-we-do/smart-grid-index  

In addition to an overall ranking, SP group name the utilities that demonstrate best practice within 
each of the seven criteria. This year, UK Power Networks were named as showing best practice in five 
of the seven criteria; customer empowerment and satisfaction, security, green energy, monitoring 
and control, and DER integration. 

The results of this index are then aggregated up by continent to get a generalised view of the state of 
smart grids around the world. Generally speaking, North America continues to lead the way due to 
the early adoption of smart grid development, Europe has improved the quickest relative to the rest 
of world, and Asia-Pacific has made significant improvements in data analytics. The improvements in 

                                                           
42 NPG, SSEN, SPEN, and ENWL were not on the rankings in 2018 and so have not been included. 
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data analytics has been the theme of recent years, with the global average data analytics score 
increasing 11 percentage points. 

Figure 21: Regional scores against the seven criteria 

 

Source: SP group Smart Index https://www.spgroup.com.sg/what-we-do/smart-grid-index 

The regional index scores show that all three regions have high maturity levels in monitoring & control, 
and customer empowerment & satisfaction. Meanwhile, North America leads the way in terms of 
security, data analytics, and DER integration, and European utilities are seeing strong performances in 
green energy, and reliability. 
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5. Economic Indicators and Brexit 

 

5.1. Price of Fuels 

The wholesale prices of both gas and electricity have recorded an increase in 2020 Q3 due to the 
recovery of economic activity after the first national lockdown. According to analysis by British Gas43, 
another reason for the demand increase, and hence wholesale price increase, for electricity is that 
many people are staying in the UK for their holidays and the heatwaves in summer have resulted in 
higher air conditioning and cooling usage. For gas prices, it also goes up with electricity as it remains 
one of the key sources of generation at the moment.    

Figure 22: Wholesale prices of gas and electricity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Ofgem44 

Following the trend in wholesale prices, the retail prices of gas and electricity have increased slightly 
during 2020 Q3. Comparing with 2019 Q3 in real terms (including VAT), domestic electricity and gas 

                                                           
43 https://infohub.business.britishgas.co.uk/quarterly-report-3_2020 
44 From 2020 Q3, sources of both wholesale price of gas and electricity are from Ofgem, 
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/data-portal/wholesale-market-indicators 
 

The wholesale prices of gas and electricity have increased from the record 
low in 2020 Q2 due to the recovery of economy activity from the national 
lockdown. Similar patterns have been observed in the retail prices of petrol 
and diesel, in which the quarterly increase is 5% and 4% respectively. 

Housing activity slowed down in 2020. The first three quarters of 2020 saw 
91,000 housing starts, which is a reduction by 24% from the equivalent 
figure in 2019. 
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prices in 2020 Q3 are 8% and 17% lower respectively45, which are increases from the value in 2020 
Q2. 

Figure 23: Retail price indices for gas and electricity relative to the GDP deflator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/monthly-domestic-energy-price-stastics 

 

Retail prices of petrol and diesel increased in 2020 Q3 as demand went up due to the lockdown 
restrictions easing during summer. The quarterly increase from 2020 Q2 to Q3 for petrol and diesel is 
5% and 4% respectively.  

Figure 24: Retail prices of petrol and diesel 

 

 

 

 

Source: BEIS weekly fuel prices - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/oil-and-petroleum-products-
weekly-statistics 

 

                                                           
45 “Highlights”, Table 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/monthly-
domestic-energy-price-stastics 
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5.2 Housing Activity 

Unsurprisingly, there was less housing activity in 2020 than in the previous year. The first three 
quarters of 2020 saw 91,000 housing starts, with 30,000 being within our licence area. This is down 
24% on 2019, where there were 119,000 housing starts over the first three quarters, with 38,000 
within our licence area. Specifically, the drop off in housing activity can be seen in the second quarter 
of 2020, where only 18,000 houses were started, roughly half the usual number. 

Figure 25: Housing starts in England 

 

Source: Housing livetable 253a 

Within our licence area, LPN is the only area to see an increase in year-to-date housing starts, with 
5,600 housing starts over the first three quarters of 2020, compared to 4,300 in the first three quarter 
of 2019, a 30% rise. 

Table 6: Housing starts 

Area 2020 Q3 2020 Q2 2019 Q3 Quarterly 
increase (%) 

Quarterly 
increase 

Annual 
increase (%) 

Annual 
increase 

EPN  7,054   2,821   8,707  150%  4,233  -19%  (1,653) 
LPN  2,886   746   1,655  287%  2,140  74%  1,231  
SPN  3,630   1,783   3,928  104%  1,847  -8%  (298) 
UKPN  13,570   5,350   14,290  154%  8,220  -5%  (720) 
England  39,880   17,580   42,590  127%  22,300  -6%  (2,710) 

 Source: Housing livetable 253a 

Housing completions have been following a similar trend to housing starts, with a substantial fall in 
the second quarter of 2020 leading to year-to-date completions falling compared to the previous year. 
Year-to-date housing completions in England are 96,000, 26% lower than in 2019 where there were 
130,000 completions over the first three quarters. 
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Figure 26: Housing completions in England 

 

Source: Housing livetable 253a 

On both a year-to-date and 12 month view, housing completions are down across all our licence areas. 
However, the affect is least pronounced in LPN, where year-to-date completions are down 21%, 
compared to EPN (-35%), and SPN (-31%). 

Table 7: Housing completions 

Area 2020 Q3 2020 Q2 2019 Q3 Quarterly 
increase (%) 

Quarterly 
increase 

Annual 
increase (%) 

Annual 
increase 

EPN  7,037   2,430   7,643  190%  4,608  (8%)   (605) 
LPN  3,721   1,247   3,778  198%  2,475   (1%)   (56) 
SPN  3,851   1,514   4,620  154%  2,338   (17%)   (769) 
UKPN  14,610   5,190   16,040  182%  9,420   (9%)   (1,430) 
England  43,070   16,310   43,080  164%  26,760   (0%)   (10) 

Source: Housing livetable 253a 
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5.3. Brexit 

As the UK left the European Union (EU) on 1 Jan 2021, it means the UK left the EU Single Market and 
Customs Union, and all EU policies46. There are unavoidable changes in many sectors when two 
separate markets of the EU and the UK formed; and it is no different for the energy sector, which 
emphasises on connectivity, sustainability and shared opportunities. This section will give an overview 
on key changes and new arrangements in the energy sector as a result of Brexit. 

Energy markets 
For years, both electricity and gas networks, between the EU and the UK, have been interlinked by 
interconnectors. Since the UK is now out of the Single Market with the EU, new trading arrangements 
for interconnectors will be developed to ensure the continued flows of energy and system stability at 
both ends. As the new trading model is yet to be implemented, the previously developed alternative 
arrangements are being employed as an interim solution. The new model is expected to be 
implemented by April 202247,48.   

A new model of efficient electricity trading over interconnectors will include trade between Great 
Britain and the Single Electricity Market. For Great Britain, Ofgem issued a letter back in October 2020 
to confirm that Regulation on Energy Market Integrity and Transparency (REMIT), as adopted in the 
EU’s Single Market, continues to apply on 1 January 2021 with minimal changes49. Furthermore, if 
market participants in Great Britain want to trade in the EU Single Market, they will need to re-register 
with EU’s Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER). 

Cooperation on renewable energy and climate action 
An ambitious framework will be set between the UK and the EU for the development of offshore 
renewable energy in the North Sea. It will include actions to develop an offshore grid, joint projects, 
as well as information exchange on best practices and new technologies. Regarding commitments on 
carbon emissions reduction, the UK will have to submit and commit to its own nationally determined 
contributions (NDC) targets now as it was previously covered by the EU NDC. The UK will establish its 
own Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) to replace its role in the EU ETS. The arrangements of these two 
mechanisms will be covered by the Sixth Carbon Budget and the Energy White Paper respectively in 
the “Net Zero Policies and Pathways” chapter of this report.  

Nuclear 
A separate agreement from the wider UK-EU trade and Cooperation agreement, namely Nuclear 
Cooperation Agreement (NCA)50, has been agreed between the UK and the European Atomic Energy 
Community (Euratom) for cooperation on the safe and peaceful uses of civil nuclear. An NCA is 
commonly used international treaty between countries, which details a wide-ranging framework for 
trade in nuclear materials and technology, research and development and exchange of information 
and experience in various fields including power and medical uses.   

                                                           
46 EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement, 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/brexit_files/info_site/6_pager_final.pdf 
47 Trading electricity with the EU, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/trading-electricity-with-the-
eu/trading-electricity-with-the-eu 
48 What the Brexit deal means for energy, https://utilityweek.co.uk/what-the-brexit-deal-means-for-energy/ 
49 EU exit REMIT contingency arrangements – October 2020 update, 
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2020/10/eu_exit_remit_comms_-_oct_20_update_0.pdf 
50UK-Euratom nuclear cooperation agreement – notice, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nuclear-cooperation-agreements-implementation-guidelines-
for-operators/uk-euratom-nuclear-cooperation-agreement 
 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/brexit_files/info_site/6_pager_final.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/trading-electricity-with-the-eu/trading-electricity-with-the-eu
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/trading-electricity-with-the-eu/trading-electricity-with-the-eu
https://utilityweek.co.uk/what-the-brexit-deal-means-for-energy/
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2020/10/eu_exit_remit_comms_-_oct_20_update_0.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nuclear-cooperation-agreements-implementation-guidelines-for-operators/uk-euratom-nuclear-cooperation-agreement
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nuclear-cooperation-agreements-implementation-guidelines-for-operators/uk-euratom-nuclear-cooperation-agreement
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6. Net Zero Policies and Pathways 

 

6.1. Overview 

The UK has made a significant progress on net zero policies towards the end of 2020. Starting with the 
Climate Assembly’s “The Path to Net Zero” which captured the public’s view in September, the 
Government published both the “Ten Point Plan for Green Industrial Revolution” and “National 
Infrastructure Strategy” in November for funding and infrastructure commitments to facilitate the 
transition to net zero. The year closed with the Climate Change Committee’s “The Sixth Carbon 
Budget” with a detailed recommendation on the UK’s net zero pathway and “The Energy White Paper” 
from the Government on its key commitments in various sectors, including upcoming policies in 2021.  

Figure 27: Summary of key net zero policies and publications in 2020 Q4 

Source: The UK Government, Climate Assembly UK, Climate Change Committee 

 The UK made significant progress in net zero policies at the end of 2020. 
Several key papers were published, including Ten Point Plan for a Green 
Industrial Revolution, the Sixth Carbon Budget and the Energy White Paper.    

In January 2021 UK Power Networks published updated distribution future 
energy scenarios to project regional uptake of zero-carbon technologies out 
to 2050.  

 

•Report by Climate Assembly UK. 
•Representive views of the population on how UK should meet its net zero target.
•Provided recommendations across ten areas.

The Path to Net Zero

•Government's plan for green industrial revolution.
•Detailed £12 billion government investment programme to enable net zero out to 2030.
•Focus areas include electric vehicles and thermal efficiency in homes and public buildings. 

Ten Point Plan for Green Industrial Revolution

•Government's plans to build back the economy with a"fairer, faster and greener"approach.
•A response to expert advice from the National Infrastructure Commission (NIC). 
•Describes how the UK government will: (1) Boost growth and productivity, (2) Put the UK on 

the path in meeting the net zero target by 2050, (3) Support private investment and (4) 
Accelerate and improve delivery. 

National Infrasturcture Strategy (NIS)

•Published by the Climate Change Committee (CCC). 
•Covers period between 2033 to 2037.
•Recommended the Balanced Net Zero Pathway for the UK to meet its 2050 net zero target.
•Two disinct phases for UK climate policy: Scale-up in the 2020s and Roll out from the early 

2030s.

The Sixth Carbon Budget

•Built on the Prime Minister's Ten Point Plan and National Infrastucture Strategy.
•Set key commitments to achieve net zero in the following sectors: consumers, power, 

energy system, buildings, industrial energy as well as oil and gas.
•Signposted upcoming policies in 2021. 

The Energy White Paper
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The figure below sets out the proposed key net zero policy paper that the Government plans to issue 
over 2021. 

Figure 28: Forthcoming Government’s key policies/ activities for net zero in 2021 

 

Source: The Energy White Paper, Policy Exchange51, LEXOLOGY52 and KPMG53 

                                                           
51 UK Energy and Environment Policy Timeline, https://policyexchange.org.uk/uk-energy-and-environment-
policy-timeline/ 
52 Energy White Paper - What does it mean for 2021?, 
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=ed2e7558-2df4-4c31-9808-7307b17c5b90 
53 Energy white paper – More signposting than substance?, 
https://home.kpmg/uk/en/home/insights/2020/12/energy-white-paper.html 

Q1 2021
•Publish Heat and Buildings Strategy
•Consult on new regulations in phasing out 

fossil fuels in off-grid buildings and policy 
approaches for development of heat pump 
market

•Publish Hydrogen Strategy
•DfT to respond to consultation on EV 

chargepoints in homes/businesses

Q2 2021 - Legislate Sixth Carbon 
Budget
•Publish Greening Government 

Commitments
•Publish Energy Data Strategy with Ofgem
•Publish a new Smart Systems Plan on grid 

flexibility with Ofgem
•Launch competition for longer duration 

energy storage and flexibility challenges
•Publish Transport Decarbonisation Plan
•Publish Industrial Decarbonisation Strategy
•Consultation on Heat Networks and Local 

Authorities
•Publish Green Jobs Taskforce's Action Plan
•HMT to publish Net Zero Review

Q3 2021
•Publish a comprehensive Net Zero 
Strategy

Q4 2021/within 2021 - UK to host 
COP26 climate conference
•Update National Policy Statements on 

framework for energy infrastrcture 
planning

•Consult on Strategy and Policy Statement 
as a guide to Ofgem

•Consult on system operation and energy 
code governance with Ofgem

•Consult on ending gas grid connections for 
new builds from 2025

•Consult on the role of 'hydrogen ready' 
appliances

•Respond to consultation on Clean Heat 
Grant

•Legislate for regulation of heat networks 
(during this Parliament)

https://policyexchange.org.uk/uk-energy-and-environment-policy-timeline/
https://policyexchange.org.uk/uk-energy-and-environment-policy-timeline/
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=ed2e7558-2df4-4c31-9808-7307b17c5b90
https://home.kpmg/uk/en/home/insights/2020/12/energy-white-paper.html
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6.2. Climate Assembly UK: The Path to Net Zero 

Following the passing into law of the UK’s commitment to achieve net zero by 2050 in June 2019, six 
commissioning select committees of the House of Commons54 announced plans to create a Climate 
Assembly. The Climate Assembly, comprised of 108 people who attended the discussions, were 
selected with random stratified sampling to represent the UK population aged 16 years and over in 
terms of: age, gender, ethnicity, educational level, the area they live, whether they live in an urban or 
rural area, and their attitudes to climate change55. The assembly’s aim is to examine the question: 

“How should the UK meet its target of net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050?” 

With a mix of face-to-face and online meetings during first half of 2020, the assembly members went 
through a three stage process of learning, discussion and decision-making on ten topics. With the help 
of independent facilitation, the members were presented with balanced, accurate and comprehensive 
evidence during the learning phase. The final report of their recommendations and views, The Path to 
Net Zero56, was published in September 2020.   

Figure 29: Ten topics covered by Climate Assembly UK 

 

Source: Climate Assembly UK – The path to net zero 

The assembly members first discussed the principles that should underpin the UK’s path to next zero. 
They came up with twenty-five principles following presentations from three panel speakers and 
discussions.  Each assembly member was asked to select eight options which they saw as the highest 
priority. Nine priorities received votes from over a third of assembly members and were used as the 
principles throughout the rest of the assembly. 

 

 

                                                           
54 Include (1) Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, (2) Environmental Audit, (3) Housing, Communities and 
Local Government, (4) Science and Technology, (5) Transport and (6) Treasury. 
55 Who took part?, https://www.climateassembly.uk/detail/recruitment/ 
56 The Path to Net Zero Report, https://www.climateassembly.uk/recommendations/index.html 
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Figure 30: Underpinning principles prioritised by Climate Assembly UK 

Source: Climate Assembly UK – The path to net zero 

The assembly’s key recommendations for selected zero-carbon technologies are summarised in the 
table below. For transport, members preferred to minimise restrictions on travel and lifestyles and 
achieve net zero by shifting to electric vehicles and improving public transport rather than extensive 
reduction in car use.  In home energy use, the members emphasised their support for tailored 
solutions with measures to offer flexibility and choice, while recognising the importance of using 
hydrogen, heat pumps and heat networks on the path to net zero. As for electricity generation, wind 
and solar energy were very popular, with climate assembly members identifying a significant number 
of advantages with these technologies. 

Table 8: Key recommendations and views from Climate Assembly UK for selected topics 

Source: Climate Assembly UK – The path to net zero 

Principles prioritised by over half of assembly members

• Informing and educating everyone (the public, industry, individuals and government) - 74 votes 
(69%)

• Fairness within the UK, including for the most vulnerable (affordability, jobs, UK regions, incentives 
and rewards) in actions, not just words - 65 votes (60%)

• Leadership from government that is clear, proactive, accountable and consistent (a cross-party 
consenses) - 63 votes (58%)

•Protecting and restoring the natural world - 59 votes (55%)

Principles prioritised by over a third of assembly members

•Ensuring solutions are future-proofed and sustainable for the future - 45 votes (42%)
•A joined-up approach across the system and all levels of society (working together, collaborating, and 

sharing) - 40 votes (37%)
•Long-term planning and a phased transition - 39 votes (36%)
•Urgency - 37 votes (34%)
•Support for sustainable growth (including pioneering innovation) - 37 votes (34%)

Topics Key recommendations/ what the future should look like 
How we 
travel on land 

• Ban sale of new petrol, diesel and hybrid cars by 2030 – 2035 
• A reduction in the amount we use cars by an average of 2-5% per decade 
• Improved public transport, in which 91% of members support Government investment 

in zero-carbon buses and trains 
Heat and 
energy use in 
the home 

• Emphasised the following on home retrofits:  
(1) Minimise disruption in the home, (2) put support around costs, and (3) offer 
flexibility and choice to homeowners. 
• At least 80% of assembly members ‘strongly agreed’ or ‘agreed’ that each of hydrogen 

(83%), heat pumps (80%) and heat networks (80%) should be part of how the UK 
achieves net zero. 

• 94% of assembly members ‘strongly agreed’ or ‘agreed’ that “people in different parts 
of the country should be offered different solutions to zero carbon heating”. 

Where our 
electricity 
comes from 

• Majority of assembly members ‘strongly agreed’ or ‘agreed’ the following to be used 
to generate electricity: 

(1) Offshore wind (95%), (2) Solar power (81%) and (3) Onshore wind (78%). 
• In terms of advantages, members see offshore wind as “out of the way” and solar power 

as “flexible”. 
• Members were less supportive of bioenergy, nuclear and fossil fuels with carbon 

capture and storage. 
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6.3. Ten Point Plan 

On 18th November 2020, the Government announced their ten point plan for a green industrial 
revolution. It is comprised of a £12 billion government investment programme to create and support 
up to 250,000 new green jobs in the UK, and is expected to spur over three times as much private 
sector investment by 2030. However, of the £12bn only £4.5bn is new money57, with the rest being 
announced previously. 

The ten points are focused on; Offshore wind, Hydrogen, Nuclear, Electric Vehicles, Public transport, 
‘Jet Zero’ and ‘green maritime’, Thermal efficiency in homes and public buildings, Carbon Capture and 
Storage, Nature, and Innovation and finance. 

• Offshore wind: Producing enough offshore wind to power every home, quadrupling how 
much we produce to 40GW by 2030, supporting up to 60,000 jobs. 

• Hydrogen: Working with industry aiming to generate 5GW of zero-carbon hydrogen 
production capacity by 2030 for industry, transport, power and homes, and aiming to develop 
the first town heated entirely by hydrogen by the end of the decade. 

• Nuclear: Advancing nuclear as a clean energy source, across large scale nuclear and 
developing the next generation of small and advanced reactors, which could support 10,000 
jobs. 

• Electric vehicles: Backing our world-leading car manufacturing bases including in the West 
Midlands, North East and North Wales to accelerate the transition to electric vehicles, and 
transforming our national infrastructure to better support electric vehicles. 

• Public transport, cycling and walking: Making cycling and walking more attractive ways to 
travel and investing in zero-emission public transport of the future. 

• Jet Zero and greener maritime: Supporting difficult-to-decarbonise industries to become 
greener through research projects for zero-emission planes and ships. 

• Homes and public buildings: Making our homes, schools and hospitals greener, warmer and 
more energy efficient, whilst creating 50,000 jobs by 2030, and a target to install 600,000 
heat pumps every year by 2028. 

• Carbon capture: Becoming a world-leader in technology to capture and store harmful 
emissions away from the atmosphere, with a target to remove 10MT of carbon dioxide by 
2030, equivalent to all emissions of the industrial Humber today. 

• Nature: Protecting and restoring our natural environment, planting 30,000 hectares of trees 
every year, whilst creating and retaining thousands of jobs. 

• Innovation and finance: Developing the cutting-edge technologies needed to reach these new 
energy ambitions and make the City of London the global centre of green finance. 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                           
57 https://www.ft.com/content/3eda6c6f-265f-4804-a017-a260d1e101cc and 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-outlines-his-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution-for-
250000-jobs  

https://www.ft.com/content/3eda6c6f-265f-4804-a017-a260d1e101cc
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-outlines-his-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution-for-250000-jobs
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-outlines-his-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution-for-250000-jobs
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Funding 
The largest chunk of the money has been allocated to flood and coastal defences to be constructed in 
England by 2027, with this area receiving over £5bn. 

Figure 31: Funding breakdown of 10 point plan (£billions) 

 

Source: Government ten point plan 

Of the ten points, six are receiving new investment; Carbon Capture, Hydrogen, Nuclear, Electric 
Vehicles, Homes and public buildings, and Greener maritime. 
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Further Analysis 
There are many ambitious targets set out in the Ten Point Plan, and energy analysts Aurora have 
published a brief report looking at the impacts of the plan58. Their analysis shows that the policies and 
ambitions laid out in the plan could reduce the UKs emissions by 5% between 2023 and 2032 –the 
time period covered by the fourth and fifth carbon budgets. However, the greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions over this time period is still 6% higher than what the UK is legally allowed to emit as 
restricted by the fourth and fifth carbon budgets. 

Figure 32: Estimated reduction in GHG emissions 

 

Source: Aurora Commentary on Ten Point Plan 

Reaching the targeted 40GW of offshore wind capacity by 2030 will require a faster rollout, and 
approximately £50bn of investment. Aurora estimate that to reach 40GW, an additional 20GW will 
have to be contracted. Considering the time taken from contract to commission can take up to five 
years, around 4GW will have to be commissioned annually from 2025 onwards, equivalent to six 
12MW turbines every week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
58 https://www.auroraer.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/20201119-Ten-Point-Plan-Aurora-
Commentary_public.pdf  
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Figure 33: Offshore wind commissioned per year 

 

Source: Aurora Commentary on Ten Point Plan 
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6.4. National Infrastructure Strategy 

Aiming to recover the economy from the COVID-19 pandemic and bridge the financial gap in achieving 
the ambitious net zero target, the Government launched the National Infrastructure Strategy59 in late 
November 2020. This strategy embedded the expert advice of the National Infrastructure Commission 
(NIC) and is a response to its National Infrastructure Assessment60 from 2018. In this strategy, the 
government outlines its “fairer, faster and greener” approach to rebuilding the economy while 
addressing the long-term issues which have held back the development or transformation of UK 
infrastructure. The key objectives of the strategy are to: 

• Support private investment in infrastructure through the creation of a new UK Infrastructure 
Bank to co-invest alongside business and local authorities and to advise the latter on project 
finance and project development for public interest infrastructure projects. 

• Refine the model of economic regulation, making sure regulators and Government share 
common understanding of strategic direction, setting out clear, enduring frameworks to allow 
investors to plan with confidence, injecting more competition where possible and developing 
new revenue support models. 

• Accelerate and improve delivery of infrastructure projects through firstly planning reform 
(aiming to reduce the time taken in planning processes for infrastructure projects by 50%) and 
secondly radical reform of procurement rules (for which a green paper will be prepared). 

Table 9: Key points on decarbonising the economy in National Infrastructure Strategy 

Source: National Infrastructure Strategy and edie61 

                                                           
59 National Infrastructure Strategy, 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/938051/
NIS_final_print.pdf 
60 National Infrastructure Assessment, https://nic.org.uk/studies-reports/national-infrastructure-assessment/ 
61 National Infrastructure Strategy: Government to deliver ‘revolution’ tied to net-zero, 
https://www.edie.net/news/11/National-Infrastructure-Strategy--Government-to-deliver--revolution--tied-to-
net-zero/ 

Sectors Key points 
Transport • Developing an ambitious Transport Decarbonisation Plan. 

• Accelerated rollout out of EV charge points by investing £950m to enhance grid capacity along 
key roads and motorways, as well as £90m local EV charging fund to support on-street charging. 

• The Spending Review confirms the following: 
o Continue the Plug-in Car, Van, Taxi and Motorcycle Grants until 2022-23 
o £120m to deliver 500 zero emission buses in 2021-22, which builds on the up to £50m All-

Electric Bus Town project for 300 buses. 

Buildings • Annual new heating system installation by 2030s would be 1.7 million (current annual 
installations: 30,000). 

• Take large scale ‘no regrets’ actions on heat pumps installations, i.e. deliver 600,000 heat 
pumps by 2028. 

• Confirms £320m to start heat network market through Heat Networks Investment Project. 

Industrial • Launch Industrial Energy Transformation Fund of £315m to support early adoption of energy 
efficiency and deep decarbonisation projects in energy-intensive industries 

• UK will adopt a replacement carbon pricing system similar to EU ETS when UK leaves the EU. 

Power 
generation 
(Renewables) 

• Expect renewables will account for around of 65% electricity generated by 2030. 
• As recommended by National Infrastructure Commission (NIC), the upcoming auction round for 

Contracts for Difference (CfD) in 2021 will include onshore wind and solar PV. Total system costs 
will also be considered in designing CfD rounds. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/938051/NIS_final_print.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/938051/NIS_final_print.pdf
https://nic.org.uk/studies-reports/national-infrastructure-assessment/
https://www.edie.net/news/11/National-Infrastructure-Strategy--Government-to-deliver--revolution--tied-to-net-zero/
https://www.edie.net/news/11/National-Infrastructure-Strategy--Government-to-deliver--revolution--tied-to-net-zero/
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6.5. The Climate Change Committee’s Sixth Carbon Budget 

The Climate Change Committee (CCC), an independent and statutory body under Climate Change Act 
200862, published the Sixth Carbon Budget in December 2020. It covers the five year period between 
2033 and 2037; and sets out the pathway which must be followed between now and 2033 in order for 
the actions in 2033 to be realisable. It is the first carbon budget since the UK passed the law to achieve 
net zero emissions by 2050 (Previous target: 80% reduction in emissions by 2050).  

According to the Climate Change Act, the Government should legislate the Sixth Carbon Budget at the 
end of June 2021 and then set out its plan to achieve it. However, as the UK is hosting the United 
Nations Climate Change Conference (COP26) in November this year, the CCC advised the Government 
“to demonstrate the UK’s climate credentials as president of COP26” by working on both in parallel 
and hence they have also proposed that the Government’s strategies will be ready for their annual 
Progress Report to Parliament in June.  

Based on extensive analysis, consultation and consideration by the CCC, the online publication of the 
Sixth Carbon Budget report consists of the following documents: 

• The Sixth Carbon Budget - The UK’s path to Net Zero (Advice Report) 63 – Recommended the 
preferred pathway for the Sixth Carbon Budget, cost-benefit of actions for a just transition, 
the UK’s contribution to the global effort with scientific evidence, expectations for the 
Government’s response to this Budget and the evolving role of CCC in monitoring progress 
along pathway to net zero. 

• Policies for the Sixth Carbon Budget and Net Zero (Policy Report)64 – Identifies sector policy 
gaps with recommendations to address the gaps. 

• Methodology Report65 -  Explains the cross-cutting approach to sector-by-sector analysis 
for: 

1. Surface transport 
2. Buildings 
3. Manufacturing and construction 
4. Electricity generation 
5. Fuel supply 
6. Agriculture and land use, land-use change and forestry 
7. Aviation 
8. Shipping  
9. Waste 
10. Fluorinated gases (F-gases) 
11. Greenhouse gas removals. 

• Dataset – Sets out assumptions and metrics for five scenario choices, including (1) Balanced 
Net Zero Pathway, (2) Headwinds, (3) Widespread Engagement, (4) Widespread Innovation 
and (5) Tailwinds. 

                                                           
62 About Climate Change Committee, https://www.theccc.org.uk/about/ 
63 The Sixth Carbon Budget – The UK’s path to Net Zero (Advice Report), https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2020/12/The-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-The-UKs-path-to-Net-Zero.pdf 
64 Policies for the Sixth Carbon Budget and Net Zero (Policy report), https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2020/12/Policies-for-the-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-and-Net-Zero.pdf 
65 The Sixth Carbon Budget – Methodology Report, https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2020/12/The-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-Methodology-Report.pdf 
 

https://www.theccc.org.uk/about/
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/The-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-The-UKs-path-to-Net-Zero.pdf
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/The-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-The-UKs-path-to-Net-Zero.pdf
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Policies-for-the-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-and-Net-Zero.pdf
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Policies-for-the-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-and-Net-Zero.pdf
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/The-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-Methodology-Report.pdf
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/The-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-Methodology-Report.pdf
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• Supporting evidence from a range of stakeholder inputs including a public Call for Evidence, 
research projects, three expert advisory groups, consultancy reports on sectors and deep 
dives into the roles of businesses and local authorities.  

Balanced Net Zero Pathway 
Based on the need to deliver an ambitious world leading 2030 nationally determined contribution 
(NDC)66 to the Paris Agreement and achieve the UK’s 2050 net zero target, the CCC recommended 
“Balanced Net Zero Pathway” as the basis for the Sixth Carbon Budget. This pathway requires a 78% 
reduction in emissions by 2035 (compared to 1990 levels), which includes the UK’s share of 
international aviation and international shipping (IAS) emissions. Comparing with the previous target 
(80% reduction by 2050), the current target has been advanced by 15 years.  As the emissions must 
fall quickly in this case, decarbonised activities need to be extended beyond the power sector to all 
sectors in the economy.   

Figure 34: The recommended Sixth Carbon Budget 

 

Source: Figure 1, The Sixth Carbon Budget – The UK’s path to Net Zero 

To date, much of the success in reducing UK emissions, for example use of renewables in electricity 
generation, focus on the supply side and do not require much public engagement. However this 
situation will have to change under the Balanced Net Zero Pathway. According to the CCC’s analysis, 
when we get to 2035, only 41% of emission reduction activities are purely technology or fuel driven; 
while 43% of the measures involves a combination of zero-carbon technologies and 
societal/behaviour changes.  The remaining 16% of activities are largely societal or behaviour changes, 
such as consuming less red meat and travelling fewer miles in personal vehicles.  

                                                           
66 Countries in the Paris Agreement is legally obliged to regularly produce and update nationally determined 
contribution (NDC) for their target emission reductions in a five year cycle. NDC is determined by the countries 
from a “bottom-up” approach.  
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The four key areas of technology and behaviour change required for the Balanced Net Zero Pathway 
are: 

Figure 35: Key recommendations in the Sixth Carbon Budget 

Source: The Sixth Carbon Budget – The UK’s path to Net Zero67 

We are just slightly less than thirty years away from 2050 and our path to net zero has two distinct 
phases: (1) 2020s to scale up and (2) from the early 2030s to 2050 being the roll-out phase. The CCC 
commented that “the 2020s must be the decisive decade of progress and action on climate change”68, 
in which the supply chain for zero-carbon technological solutions (e.g. electric vehicles and heat 
pumps) must be developed with new markets built up ready for the mass roll out from the 2030s.      

Figure 36: Roll out phase for UK to reach net zero (energy-related milestones) from the early 2030s 

  

Source: Figure 1.1, The Sixth Carbon Budget – Policies for the Sixth Carbon Budget and Net Zero 

To minimise early scrappage, the shift to zero-carbon technologies should focus on phasing out the 
sale of fossil fuelled options where possible. This enables the zero-carbon options to replace the high-
carbon ones gradually through the asset stock. There is also a backstop date in place to ensure the 
aged high-carbon assets will not operate beyond the year stated.    

 

                                                           
67 The Sixth Carbon Budget, https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/sixth-carbon-budget/ 
68 UK government must cut emissions by 78% by 2035 on path to net zero: advisors, 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-climate-change-britain/uk-government-must-cut-emissions-by-78-by-
2035-on-path-to-net-zero-advisors-idUSKBN28J0UW 

Take up of low-carbon 
solutions

•All new cars, vans and 
all boiler replacements 
are zero-carbon (largely 
electric) by early 2030s.

•All new trucks are low-
carbon by 2040.

•Industry shifts to 
renewables or hydrogn, 
or with carbon capture.

Expansion of low-carbon 
energy supplies

•Zero carbon electricity 
generation by 2035.

•Offshore wind will grow 
to 100GW or more by 
2050. 

•Hydrogen will be scaled 
up for possible use in 
transport which is hard 
to electrify (shipping, 
HGVs), as a reserve fuel 
for flexible electricity 
generation and as a 
replacement for natural 
gas in some home 
heating.

Reducing demand for 
carbon-intensive 

activites

•Fewer car miles 
travelled and much slow 
growth in flights. 

•Buildings improve 
insulation to reduce 
energy loss.

•Wastes fewer resources 
and reduces reliance on 
high-carbon goods, 
including diet changes 
to consume less red 
meat and dairy 
products.

Land and greenhouse 
gas removals

•Transformation in 
agriculture and the use 
of farmland.

•Widely restore 
peatlands and manage 
them sustainably.

•Substantial increase in 
woodland. 

By 2032

•100% of 
sales of cars 
and vans are 
fully electric

By 2033

•Sales of gas 
boilers to all 
homes and 
business 
phased out

By 2035

•Phase out 
unabated gas 
for electricity 
generation

By 2040

•Phase out 
sales of new 
diesel HGVs

https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/sixth-carbon-budget/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-climate-change-britain/uk-government-must-cut-emissions-by-78-by-2035-on-path-to-net-zero-advisors-idUSKBN28J0UW
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-climate-change-britain/uk-government-must-cut-emissions-by-78-by-2035-on-path-to-net-zero-advisors-idUSKBN28J0UW
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Table 10: Phase-out dates of high-carbon energy-related activities under the Balanced Pathway  

Technology/Activities Phase out date (sales) Backstop  date (operation) 
New fossil-fuelled cars and 
vans 

2032 2050 

Gas boilers69 2033 (in residential homes) 
2030-33 (in commercial properties) 

2050 

Oil boilers70 2028 (in residential homes) 
2025-26 (in commercial properties) 

2050 

Gas power generation 
(unabated) 

2030 (no new build of unabated gas 
plants) 

2035 

Heavy Good Vehicles 2040 Beyond 2050 
Source: Table 1.2, The Sixth Carbon Budget – Policies for the Sixth Carbon Budget and Net Zero 

In terms of financial implications, the Balanced Net Zero Pathway will involve scaling up annual zero-
carbon investments from around £10 billion in 202071 to £50 billion. Lord Deben, Chair of the CCC, 
commented that “this investment generates substantial fuel savings, as cleaner, more-efficient 
technologies replace their fossil-fuelled predecessors”. An example of this is to widely use renewables 
to replace oil and gas import as our fuel for electricity generation. With the potential savings, the cost 
of delivering the net-zero can be reduced from between 1% and 2% down to below 1% of GDP72. 

Of the eleven sectors analysed in the Sixth Carbon Budget, the following section will cover key changes 
required for three of them, namely surface transport (cars, vans, HGVs, buses and active travel), 
buildings (energy efficiency and heating) and electricity generation, on the UK’s path to net zero. 

Surface Transport 
Surface transport accounted for 22% of 2019 emissions and is the biggest contributor of all sectors, 
however it is a sector that has seen great progress in decarbonisation efforts.  

Cars and vans 
In the Balanced Net Zero Pathway, sales of new fossil-fuelled cars, vans and PHEVs will end by 2032. 
By 2030, there will be around 28 million of electric vehicles on road, of which 25 million of them are 
BEVs.   

• Minimise role of hybrid vehicles – Hybrid vehicles are not zero-emission as they sometimes 
run on fossil fuels. While the government is allowing the sales of hybrid until 2035, the CCC 
proposes the government to launch policies to provide clear benefit of purchasing BEV over 
hybrids and encourage BEV supply from the manufacturers. The plan is to have all new cars 
and vans sold to be fully electric by 2032. 

• Continue financial incentive for BEV purchases and increase disincentives for most polluting 
vehicles – These can be done through vehicle exercise duty (VED). With steeper gradients for 
the most polluting vehicles, this can send a clear signal to encourage the consumers to avoid 
high-carbon vehicles. 

• Government should take the lead and deliver on its commitment – All central Government 
car fleet to be zero-carbon by 2030 and extend it to all government vehicles. 

                                                           
69 Outside of any zones designated for low-carbon district heat or hydrogen-conversion areas 
70 Outside of any zones designated for low-carbon district heat 
71 CCC: UK must cut emissions ‘78% by 2035’ to be on course for net-zero goal, 
https://www.carbonbrief.org/ccc-uk-must-cut-emissions-78-by-2035-to-be-on-course-for-net-zero-goal 
72 CCC: UK must cut emissions ‘78% by 2035’ to be on course for net-zero goal, 
https://www.carbonbrief.org/ccc-uk-must-cut-emissions-78-by-2035-to-be-on-course-for-net-zero-goal 

https://www.carbonbrief.org/ccc-uk-must-cut-emissions-78-by-2035-to-be-on-course-for-net-zero-goal
https://www.carbonbrief.org/ccc-uk-must-cut-emissions-78-by-2035-to-be-on-course-for-net-zero-goal
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• Support EV charging infrastructure and its related energy system – The CCC commented that 
the current investment for public EV charging infrastructure is at an appropriate level, for the 
time being, but more emphasis is needed on street-based home charging for those who lack 
off-street charging capability. Government should deliver plans to facilitate the coordination 
between the EV and electricity sectors, for example on common data and interoperability 
standards, as well as implementing recommendations of the EV Energy Taskforce73. 

• Secure raw materials for batteries – The CCC welcomed the plans to develop Gigafactories in 
the UK for EV battery production. On the other hand, the security of battery raw materials 
need to be enhanced further through re-use and recycling. 

HGVs and deliveries 
Options to decarbonise HGVs include battery-electric trucks, hydrogen fuel-cell trucks and overhead 
catenary systems. It is estimated that 96% of new HGVs, buses and coaches sales will be zero-emission 
vehicles by 2035 and almost 100% by 2040 under the Balanced Net Zero Pathway. Around 170,000 
HGVs will be zero-emission (about one-third of the fleet) by 2035; and by 2040 two-thirds of the fleet 
will be zero-emission. Considering the battery-electric trucks, on top of the depot charge points, there 
will be a need to have at least another 300 ultra-rapid public charge points by 2035.     

• Implement large-scale trials for zero-carbon HGVs – Besides the Government’s £20million 
commitment on funding zero-emission HGV trials in 2021, the CCC proposes the funding to be 
continued in the early-2020s for scale-up opportunities. 

• End sales of new diesel HGVs by 2040 at the latest – The Government’s plan to phase out 
sale of diesel HGVs should cover stronger purchase and other incentives, as well as 
infrastructure plans and support with clean-air zones. 

• Support schemes to reduce last-mile HGV and van use in urban areas – Encourage and enable 
alternative options including e-cargo bikes and use of urban consolidation centres. 

Buses and active travel 
While the Confederation of Passenger Transport has a target to have all new buses to be ultra-low or 
zero-emission by 2025, the Balanced Net Zero Pathway required that all new buses to be zero-
emission by 2035. 

• Incentivise the continued roll-out of zero-emission buses and coaches – Local authorities 
should be empowered to encourage the take-up of zero-emission bus. 

• Strengthen schemes to support a shift to active and public travel – Local authorities have a 
key role in developing locally-based solutions, including providing active travel infrastructure 
such as high-quality cycle lanes.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
73 EV Energy Taskforce is formed at the request of the Government for making suggestions to both the 
Government and the industry, https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/electric-vehicle-energy-taskforce.htm 
 

https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/electric-vehicle-energy-taskforce.htm
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Buildings 
There is a need to focus on decarbonising buildings by improving energy efficiency and adopting zero-
carbon options for heating. The CCC has listed four priorities for the Balanced Net Zero Pathway: 

• Upgrade buildings to EPC C over the next 10 to 15 years. 
• Scale up the market for heat pumps as a key technology for zero carbon heating. 
• Rollout zero-carbon heat networks in heat dense areas in cities, with anchor loads including 

hospitals and schools. 
• Conduct trials on hydrogen heating to prepare for its potential role. 

Energy efficiency 
Assumptions in the Balanced Net Zero Pathway over the next 10-15 years are consistent with the 
Government’s ambition. It is estimated that 15 million households will receive either one of the 
options, namely wall, roof, or floor insulation, as main insulation measures.  By 2050, a combination 
of energy efficiency and behavioural measures will deliver at least a 12% reduction in heating demand. 
As for public and commercial buildings, it is projected that the energy efficiency improvements will 
lead to a 25% improvement in energy savings.  

Zero-carbon heating 
By 2030, around 80% of new heating installations will be zero-carbon, in which 75% are heat pumps 
(including hydrogen hybrids), 19% are heat networks and 5% are other flexible electric heating with 
space heat storage or solar thermal. Heat pump sales will reach just over 1 million per year in new and 
existing homes, and a total of 5.5 million heat pumps will be installed by that time.  Heat pumps are 
also expected to meet 65% of heat demand in the 37% of the public and commercial buildings sector 
which has become zero-carbon by 2030. Hydrogen trials are scaled up during the 2020s to prepare for 
roll-out from 2030 with grid conversion. Scaling of heat networks will continue until they account for 
around 20% of heat demand in 2050.  

The CCC points to the value of Area Based Energy Planning when it comes to zero-carbon heating. This 
should engage the public and ensure that early decisions can be taken on which areas could be 
designated for district heat networks or for hydrogen heating networks and which will focus on 
electrification of heat. This allows electricity network upgrades to take account of future demand for 
heat. The CCC notably states that it will be important for electricity network operators are allowed 
either to make anticipatory, low-regret investments in networks for this purpose or that RIIO-ED2 can 
be reopened partway through to allow timely upgrades. 

The CCC also notes that Government will have to take action to make electric home heating more 
attractive to consumers if it wants to achieve these targets. Notably, it needs to resolve the 
discrepancy between high levels of policy cost being loaded onto electricity prices, whilst gas prices 
are kept artificially low in comparison.  
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Figure 37: Critical dates for buildings in the Balanced Net Zero Pathway 

 

Source: Table 3.2c, The Sixth Carbon Budget – Policies for the Sixth Carbon Budget and Net Zero 

Electricity Generation 
Due to large scale of electrification in transport and heating, the demand for electricity in 2050 
(610TWh) will be doubled of the 2019 levels74.  Electricity generation will be fully decarbonised with 
20% of flexible demand by 2035. Considering the long lead-times in market reform, the government 
is expected to start developing a clear long-term strategy soon to cater for the future electricity system 
with a significant amount of variable renewables (e.g. account for 70% and up to 90% of generation in 
2035 and 2050 respectively).   

Deploying zero-carbon electricity at scale 
Moving away from unabated gas, zero-carbon electricity will become predominant. With offshore 
wind as the backbone, other zero-carbon technologies such as solar, onshore wind, nuclear and 
bioenergy with CCUS will also be required in the generation portfolio. The intermittent nature of 
renewables also means that there is a greater need for flexibility (at least 50TWh) from various sources 
including demand-side response, storage, interconnection, and use of dispatchable zero-carbon 
generation with hydrogen or fossil gas with CCUS. 

One key enabler to manage the higher levels of demand and generation is to upgrade the existing 
power networks. A relatively large expansion, particular in the distribution network, in grid capacity is 
described as “low regrets” and “future-proofing” by the CCC, to ensure growth of EV deployment will 
not be impeded by network constraints in the 2020s.  

 

                                                           
74 Even excluding any production of green hydrogen with surplus electricity. 

2025
•All new homes 

are zero-carbon
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implementing 
standards for 
lenders 
targeting EPC C 
across the 
housing 
portfolio

•Phase out oil 
and all coal 
heating in public 
buildings 
(outside of any 
zones 
designated for 
low-carbon 
district heat)

2026
•Phase out oil 

heating in 
commercial 
buildings 
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designated for 
low-carbon 
district heat)

2028
•Rented homes 

achieve EPC C
•All homes for 

sale EPC C
•Phase out 

residential oil 
heating (outside 
of any zones 
designated for 
low-carbon 
district heat) 

2030
•Commercial 

building 
renovation for 
energy 
efficfiency 
complete 
(reduce energy 
consumption by 
20%)

•Phase out 
natural gas 
heating for 
public building 
(outside of 
zones 
designated for 
low-carbon 
district heat or 
hydrogen-
conversion)

2032
•Public building 

renovation for 
energy 
efficiency 
compelete 
(reduce energy 
consumption by 
20%) 

2033
•Phase out 

natural gas 
heating for 
residential and 
commercial 
building (outside 
of zones 
designated for 
low-carbon 
district heat or 
hydrogen-
conversion)
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Phasing-out unabated gas generation 
Coal will be phased out by 2024 and almost all remaining emissions from electricity generation will 
come from unabated gas. Under the Balanced Net Zero Pathway, unabated gas will be phased out 
from 2035 and generation will be completed decarbonised thereafter. While unabated gas (with CCuS) 
may sometimes be used after this time for system rebalancing, this role will over time be better 
provided by hydrogen, which can be flexibly manufactured at times of high energy supply. 

Market design to deliver Net Zero 
The high uptake of variable renewables will lead to the challenge of having an increasing number of 
periods with wholesale prices being close to zero or even negative. This will create a financial risk to 
the generator owners as its fixed running cost may not get recovered and subsequently lead to a hiatus 
in investment. There is also an increasing need for a more flexible system to manage the dynamic 
peaks and troughs in the future electricity system. The new market design should be able to provide 
predictable signals across both demand and supply and reward flexibility to ensure significant capacity 
is available in the system for security of supply. 

Figure 38: Transition to near-zero emission electricity system 

 

Source: The Sixth Carbon Budget – Policies for the Sixth Carbon Budget and Net Zero 
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6.6. Energy White Paper 

Building on the Ten Point Plan for green industrial revolution and the National Infrastructure Strategy, 
the Energy White Paper was published by the department of Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy 
(BEIS) in mid-December 2020. Most importantly for UKPN, it sets out the context for the Government's 
2021 consultation on the future organisation of the energy sector, and especially the future role of 
Ofgem and of the system operators. It also provides a framework to put the UK energy system on the 
path to reach net zero by 2050: 

• Transform energy – building a cleaner, greener future; 
• Support a green recovery from COVID-19 – growing our economy by supporting thousands 

of green jobs in new green industries with creation of new export opportunities; 
• Creating a fair deal for consumers – protecting the fuel poor by providing opportunities to 

lower the bills while enabling a more comfortable homes. 

This paper considered energy-related policy across different sectors, including consumer, power, 
energy system, transport, buildings, and industrial as well as oil and gas. The strategic context of each 
topic was supplemented by case studies to illustrate the development in policy and electricity mix in 
the coming decades. The paper also raised the need to evolve regulation in energy systems and 
markets to make it fit for purpose in the long run. The key points of the paper are: 

Table 11: Key points in Energy White Paper 

Source: The Energy White Paper, KPMG and NS Energy75 

                                                           
75 What are the key points of the UK energy white paper?, https://www.nsenergybusiness.com/features/uk-
energy-white-paper/ 

Key points Summary  
1. Retail market Launch a consultation on the framework to introduce opt-in switching, and reforming the current auto-renewal and 

roll-over tariff arrangements to tackle loyalty penalty.   

2. New nuclear Target to reach Final Investment Decision (FID) for at least one large-scale nuclear project by 2024. 

3. UK Emission Trading 
Scheme (ETS)  

Establish a UK Emissions Trading Scheme at the end of the Brexit Transition Period to facilitate business to decarbonise 
at the least cost. 

4. System Governance Evolve approach to energy system governance to ensure it is fit for purpose for the long term. Run a consultation in 
2021 on a Strategy and Policy Statement as a guide to Ofgem. 

5. Transport 
decarbonisation 

Outlined six strategic priorities for the Transport Decarbonisation Plan (to be published in spring 2021). Support switch 
to EVs ahead of phase out of the sale of fossil fuel cars including rolling out charging and associated grid infrastructure 
along the strategic road network.  Introduce legislation requiring EV charging stations to be "smart". 

6. Buildings and energy 
efficiency 

Extend Warm Home Discount to until at least 2025/26 for low income households. Grow heat pumps installation from 
30,000 per year to 600,000 per year by 2028. Clean Heat Grants to be launched in 2022 to support heat pump 
installation. Consult on phasing out fossil fuel heating in off-gas-grid homes and target 70,000 per annum heat pumps 
to be installed in these properties. Commit £122 million towards a new Heat Network Transformation Programme and 
implement local authority zoning by 2025. 

7.Energy Storage DNOs to award more contracts to reward domestic energy storage and incentivise commercial storage as part of 
evolving "flexibility" role. £100m to be invested in innovation in energy storage and flexibility and electricity storage to 
be defined in law.   

8. Hydrogen Work with industry to evaluate hydrogen heating and formulate plan for a potential hydrogen town by end of 2020s. 
Publish a dedicated Hydrogen Strategy and consult on the role of ‘hydrogen ready’ appliances in 2021.The target is to 
develop 5GW of zero-carbon hydrogen production capacity by 2030. 

9. Carbon Capture 
Utilisation and Storage  

Invest £1billion up to 2025 to facilitate deployment of CCUS in two industrial clusters by mid-2020s. Industrial 
Decarbonisation Plan will be published in 2021 with details on the business models.  

10. Supporting North 
Sea oil and gas 

Agree a transformational North Sea Transitional Deal with the industry in 2021 for UK-based oil and gas supply chain to 
secure new zero-carbon export opportunities.  

11. Further details Signpost of upcoming government strategies and policies in 2021. 

https://www.nsenergybusiness.com/features/uk-energy-white-paper/
https://www.nsenergybusiness.com/features/uk-energy-white-paper/
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Reception of the Energy White Paper has been generally positive, though many commentators have 
pointed to the very large number of policy decisions which have been left open, awaiting further 
consultations and other policy initiatives (see table below). The green groups welcomed the inclusions 
of warm home grants and the new UK ETS; and according to edie, the green economy leaders are 
impressed that the paper has given further clarity and confidence to the industry for delivering 
innovation and new infrastructure for zero-carbon technologies76.   

Table 12: Key net zero policy initiatives due in 2021 from the Energy White Paper 

Date Policy initiatives/ activities 
Early 2021 Publish Heat and Building Strategy 
Early 2021 Consult over new regulations to phase out fossil fuels in off-grid buildings and policy 

approaches to underpin the development of heat pump market 
Spring 2021 Call for evidence to begin strategic dialogues on affordability and fairness 
Spring 2021 Publish Hydrogen Strategy 
Spring 2021 Publish Energy Data Strategy in partnership with Ofgem 
Spring 2021 Publish Smart Systems Plan on grid flexibility with Ofgem 
Spring 2021 Launch competition for energy storage and flexibility innovation 
Spring 2021 Publish Decarbonisation of Transport Plan 
Spring 2021 Publish Industrial Decarbonisation Strategy 
2021 Consult on system operation and energy code governance with Ofgem 
2021 Consult on regulatory measures to improve the energy performance of homes 
2021 Consult on ending gas grid connections for new builds from 2025 
2021 Consult on providing customers with information on carbon content on energy service 
2021 Consult on a Strategic and Policy statement as a guide to Ofgem 
2021 Consult on regulatory measures to improve the energy performance of homes 
2021 Develop a strategy for upskilling through ‘Green Jobs Taskforce’ 
2021 Consult on the role of ‘hydrogen ready’ appliances 
End of 2021 Update National Policy Statements –framework for energy infrastructure 

Source: The Energy White Paper 

In terms of carbon reductions, the paper estimated that the measures outlined in the Energy White 
Paper and Ten Point Plan will save 230 MtCO2e by 2032. Carbon brief77 estimate that this will be 100 
MtCO2e above the limit set out in the fourth and fifth carbon budget (Figure 45), and so further policies 
will need to be announced to meet the fourth and fifth carbon budgets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
76 An ‘undisputed urgency to act’: Green economy reacts to the Energy White Paper, 
https://www.edie.net/news/6/An--undisputed-urgency-to-act---Green-economy-reacts-to-the-Energy-White-
Paper/ 
77 In depth Q&A: How does the UK’s ‘energy white paper’ aim to tackle climate change?, 
https://www.carbonbrief.org/in-depth-qa-how-does-the-uks-energy-white-paper-aim-to-tackle-climate-
change 

https://www.edie.net/news/6/An--undisputed-urgency-to-act---Green-economy-reacts-to-the-Energy-White-Paper/
https://www.edie.net/news/6/An--undisputed-urgency-to-act---Green-economy-reacts-to-the-Energy-White-Paper/
https://www.carbonbrief.org/in-depth-qa-how-does-the-uks-energy-white-paper-aim-to-tackle-climate-change
https://www.carbonbrief.org/in-depth-qa-how-does-the-uks-energy-white-paper-aim-to-tackle-climate-change
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Figure 39: Emission savings from the Ten Point Plan and Energy White Paper 

 

Source: Carbon Brief 
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6.7. National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 

In 2020 Q4, National Grid organised three workstreams, namely (1) Data and digitalisation, (2) 
Technology and (3) Market, to identify actions required in meeting the system’s new peak and trough 
brought by zero-carbon technologies on the path to reach UK’s net zero target. Building further on 
FES 2020, National Grid published a costing analysis in December to demonstrate that the proposed 
scenarios are both technologically and economically sound. 

Bridging the Gap to Net Zero 
All scenarios in FES 2020 have stressed the importance of renewable generation in a decarbonised 
energy system. However the intermittent nature of renewables, along with more need for flexible 
demand, also brings greater complexity to the system as these will make peaks and troughs to become 
more dynamic. To tackle this challenge, three workstreams78,79,80 of industry volunteers were formed 
to explore and recommend options for policymakers and industry on what needs to be done in the 
next ten years.      

Focuses of the workstreams are: 

1. Data and digitisation - How can data and digitalisation help to manage the challenges 
associated with the new peaks and troughs that we could see as our energy system 
continues to decarbonise? 

2. Technology - How can technology help us meet the new challenges of a decarbonised 
energy system? Which technologies have the potential to make the biggest positive 
impact between now and 2030? Where’s the biggest bang for our buck? 

3. Markets - How can markets unlock the value of flexibility and enable wider consumer 
participation? 

In November 2020, the workstreams presented their interim findings, recommendations and actions. 
They highlighted the importance of interaction and integration between the three work areas on 
addressing flexibility in different timeframes. While new skills, market design and technical standards 
in data digitalisation, e.g. interoperability, are required to enable the transition, at the mean time we 
can look at combining existing cross-sector technologies in transport and heat sectors to provide a 
range of flexibility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
78 Bridiging the Gap to Net Zero: Data and digitalization workstream, 
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/document/182906/download 
79 Bridiging the Gap to Net Zero: Technology workstream, 
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/document/182916/download 
80 Bridiging the Gap to Net Zero: Markets workstream, 
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/document/182911/download 

https://www.nationalgrideso.com/document/182906/download
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/document/182916/download
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/document/182911/download
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Figure 40: Proposed combinations of zero-carbon technologies in areas of low regrets  

 

Source: Bridging the Gap to Net Zero Webinar: Technology Workstream  

With feedback collected from the webinars on the interim proposals, the final report of 
recommendations will be published in early February 2021 for stakeholders as well as informing the 
next update of FES modelling.  

Table 13: Summary of interim recommendations and actions by Bridging the Gap to Net Zero workstreams 

 

Source: Bridging the Gap to Net Zero Webinars 

From managing contingency events to fast demand response 
(flexibility timeframes: hours to seconds)Transport

•Electric vehicles + smart charging + local substation sensors
•Enablers: smart energy system with sensors and price signals to incentivse customers' behaviours

From capturing suprlus renewables to fast demand repsonse 
(flexibility time frames: days to seconds)Heat

•Heat pumps + community distributed energy resources + heat network + demand side response 
technology

•Enablers: whole system approach, simple and equitable, reasonable price to end customer

Workstream Recommendations Actions/innovation project ideas 
Data and 
digitalisation 

- Industry and the regulator to review 
regimes and encourage effective 
collaboration and data sharing. 
- An agreed method for the roll out of 
industry wide interoperability standards. 
- Initiatives to enhance and develop 
workforce of data and digitalisation 
expertise in the energy sector. 

- A systems approach to conducting pilot 
projects with machine learning and/or AI to 
forecast system peaks and troughs. 
- Least regrets analysis and pilot trials for 
early investment in data and digitalisation. 

Technology - Develop interoperability standards for 
existing technology types. 
- Explore more use of IOT sensors and 
control systems at sub-stations for 
monitoring down to LV networks. 
- Aggregate DER flexibility with demand side 
response technologies. 
- A whole system approach is needed when 
planning new DER for managing local 
flexibility. 

- Look into suitability of technologies 
delivering metering solutions.  
- Review potential for an innovation 
project, such as using historic weather data 
to model response with different flexibility 
technologies.  

Market -Market simplification 
- Carbon pricing to incentivise zero-carbon 
flexibility. 
- Build on DSO/ESO engagement through 
forums like Open Networks on procurement 
of flexibility. 

- ESO to develop a Single Market Platform 
as part of RIIO-2. 
- Potential for an innovation project to 
explore better monitoring and tracking of 
zero-carbon flexibility. 
- ESO to raise engagement with DSO 
through Open Networks. 
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Costing the Energy Sector 
To assess financial viability of FES 2020, National Grid worked with AFRY on a project to compare costs 
across the four scenarios81. With the aim to highlight the cost differences between technology 
assumptions, this project covers the total capital, operating and fuel costs within the energy sector 
out to 2050.  Due to limitation in data availability, some non-energy areas have been excluded and 
hence the total net present value (NPV) cost derived from this analysis do not cover the overall cost 
of net zero. 

Table 14: Scope of FES 2020 costing analysis 

Included in costing Excluded from costing 
- Electricity: Networks, generation, fuel , import 
- Road Transport: Capex, Opex, charging facilities 
- Residential heating: heating solution and insulation 
- Natural Gas: networks, fuel 
- Hydrogen: networks, production, storage, import 

- Areas outside the energy industry, i.e. Agriculture 
- Other forms of non-road transport, i.e. rail, 
aviation, shipping 
- Heat costs for the industrial and commercial sector 
- Appliance capex costs (e.g. household appliances.) 

Source: 2020 FES Costing the Energy Sector 

The overall NPV costs across the scenarios are broadly similar (7% difference). According to the figure 
below, transport and heating are the sectors with the greatest cost saving potential. Leading the Way 
(LtW) results in the lowest cost in road transport because of the increase usage of shared/pool 
vehicles; while Consumer Transformation (CT) and System Transformation (ST) have similar costs as 
the society is assumed to be less engaged with lower reduction in car ownership.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
81 2020 FES Costing the Energy Sector, https://www.nationalgrideso.com/future-energy/future-energy-
scenarios 

https://www.nationalgrideso.com/future-energy/future-energy-scenarios
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/future-energy/future-energy-scenarios
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For the heating sector, the costs are mostly driven by insulation levels and heating technology. As heat 
pumps are most efficient in well-insulated homes, i.e. those can be warmed up quickly and require 
little energy to keep the temperature constant82, there is a capital cost for insulation upgrade required 
before installation. This explains why the costs are more expensive in Leading the Way and Consumer 
Transformation. However, it is also worth noting that the costs can be varied with electricity and 
hydrogen unit prices. 

Figure 41: Net present values of costs for FES 2020 scenarios 

 

Source: 2020 FES Costing the Energy Sector 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
82 Air Source Heat Pumps, https://www.cse.org.uk/advice/renewable-energy/air-source-heat-pumps 
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6.8. UK Power Networks Distribution Future Energy Scenarios 

UK Power Networks published its first set of distribution future energy scenarios in 2019, outlining 
three potential futures for energy consumption across the UK Power Networks’ distribution network 
area. Scenarios were created for key drivers of energy demand and distributed generation and these 
scenarios were then aggregated into three over-arching “scenario worlds” that each represented a 
single cohesive view of a potential future world. The DFES has been updated for 2020, and we now 
present the view of four different scenario worlds, with the addition of a fourth, more ambitious 
scenario world, Leading the Way, that reflects higher ambition and quicker action from national and 
local government all the way down to individuals. 

Generally speaking, the scenarios vary in terms of their speed of decarbonisation and level of societal 
change. Figure 48, below, shows the position of the four scenarios in relation to the two axis of speed 
of decarbonisation and level of societal change. Steady Progression sees slower decarbonisation along 
with little change to day to day life, while Leading the Way sees the fastest speed of decarbonisation 
in combination with the highest degree of societal change. 

Figure 42: Scenario world framework overview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 

The four scenario worlds presented in this report closely align with the narrative presented by National 
Grid in their 2020 Future Energy Scenarios83 but are built up by combining bespoke uptake forecasts 
for individual drivers of demand and generation within UK Power Networks’ region. Steady 
Progression is the only scenario that does not reach net zero by 2050 despite continued progress 
towards decarbonisation. The remaining three scenario worlds are consistent with a net zero energy 
system in 2050 but they achieve decarbonisation via different pathways, especially for heating. For 
example “Leading the Way” reaches 1.25 million heat pumps by 2030 (Table 17, below) as the priority 
is to decarbonise as many properties as quickly as possible. Meanwhile, “System Transformation” 
achieves just 445,000 heat pumps by 2030, as it focuses on a zero-carbon gas grid. 

                                                           
83 National Grid ESO, Future Energy Scenarios, July 2020. 
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Table 15: Summary of different DFES scenarios (Figures for UKPN licence area) 

Parameter Steady 
Progression 

System 
Transformation 

Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Net-Zero by 2050? No Yes Yes Yes 

Zero-carbon gas grid? No Yes No Yes 
Electric cars and vans in 2030 2.6 million 4.5 million 4.5 million 4 million84 

Homes with heat pumps in 2030 320,000 445,000 712,000 1,245,000 
Homes with solar panels in 2030  195,000 248,000 397,000 248,000 

Battery capacity in 2030 1.3 GW 2.7 GW 4.8 GW 4.1 GW 
Total renewable generation in 

2030 6.1 GW 7.2 GW 8.1 GW 8.6 GW 

Source: UK Power Networks and Element Energy DFES – 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/   

This year in addition to the forecasts, technical document, and summary document, we have 
developed an online dynamic geospatial analysis tool with the Open Data Institute Leeds. The tool is 
a visualisation of the forecasts, and allows users to view the DFES forecasts in detail. 

Figure 43: Excerpt from the dynamic geospatial analysis tool 

 

Source: UK Power Networks and ODI Leeds dynamic geospatial analysis tool 

The entire suite of documents, along with the forecasts and mapping tool, can be accessed on our 
DFES page - https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-
scenarios-2021/  

                                                           
84 Leading the Way has fewer electric vehicles due to a change in the way people travel 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/
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Steady Progression 
The Steady Progression world sees the least amount of societal change, and has the slowest speed of 
decarbonisation. Significant progress is made towards net zero, but ultimately the target is not 
reached by 2050. The economic recovery from the COVID-19 recession is slow, and as a result the 
productivity of the UK slows. This results in government having less of an appetite for potentially more 
expensive green recovery measures. Instead, favouring cheaper, quicker, and often more carbon 
intensive economic stimulus measures as part of a wider position that puts affordability ahead of 
carbon savings. 

There is widespread uptake of EVs, initially bought by early adopters, but as battery prices fall and EVs 
reach price parity with ICE vehicles, they become the most popular choice of domestic vehicle. 
However, a lack of viable options for Heavy Duty Vehicles (HDV) means that decarbonisation of large 
road vehicles is much slower. Using the limited economic resources available, government, 
businesses, and individuals have to make the most of their money when it comes to decarbonisation 
measures. For heating, this means rolling out programmes of thermal efficiency improvements, 
reducing the amount of energy needed to heat homes. However, there is still a heavy reliance of 
natural gas as the primary heating fuel, although there is a degree of success in the roll out of heat 
pumps – especially in new builds where gas and oil boilers are banned from 2025.  

There is a significant increase in the generation capacity of the UK, with large increases seen in both 
onshore wind, and solar photovoltaic installations. However, despite these increases in renewable 
energy capacity, a significant number of gas fired turbines are kept in operation to provide security 
during times of high electricity demand. Due to the complexity and cost of Carbon Capture use and 
Storage, this technology does not see widespread use, resulting in high emissions from both gas 
turbines and biomass generators. There is limited appetite from the public to participate in the energy 
market via smart mechanisms such as demand side response and time-of-use tariffs. This results in 
more costly upgrades to the electricity network, leading to higher electricity bills for customers. 

Figure 50, below, shows the uptake of domestic solar PV under a Steady Progression scenario. The 
map shows that we expect future domestic PV uptake to be in line with current uptake, namely 
focused in the East of our licence area. 
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Figure 44: Uptake of domestic solar PV in Steady Progression 

 

Source: UK Power Networks and Element Energy DFES – 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/
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System Transformation 
In a System Transformation world, the UK reaches its net zero target in 2050 by relying on hydrogen 
to decarbonise the more difficult sectors of heat and heavy transport. Similar to the Consumer 
Transformation scenario world, the UK economy takes a significant hit from the COVID-19 pandemic 
in the short term, causing GDP growth to slow. However, after a few years, the economy recovers and 
GDP growth returns to pre-pandemic levels. 

In the mid-2020s, the Government decides to promote the conversion of the natural gas grid to 
transport hydrogen and other zero-carbon gases, such as biomethane, by 2040. 
 
An aftermath of the pandemic is that consumers prefer to travel in their own vehicle for social 
distancing. With the end of new ICE vehicle sales in 2030, and PHEV sales in 2035, sales of EVs, 
especially cars and vans, continue to accelerate – resulting in a greater demand for rapid and fast 
public chargers. As HDV operators are unwilling to take recharging stops, global production of 
hydrogen fuel cells ramps up, which enables large scale supply of zero emission HDVs, including buses, 
coaches and heavy goods vehicles, to be available from mid-2030s. To complement this, hydrogen is 
produced at scale across the UK with refuelling infrastructure ready by 2045. All these measures 
contribute to a strong business case for hydrogen HDVs, and these become the dominant vehicle type 
among operators. 
 
The government chooses to decarbonise heat in existing buildings by repurposing the gas networks 
and installing electric heat pumps in new builds. From 2040, the gas grid is converted to carry 
hydrogen with all existing gas boilers switching to be fuelled by hydrogen. Consumers have a moderate 
incentive to apply for government subsidies such as the Green Homes Grant and Clean Heat Grant, 
however there is no support for hybrid heat pumps available. There is also moderate interest in the 
uptake of district heat networks, especially in densely populated areas such as London, mostly 
powered by decarbonised gases and waste heat. 
 
There is a moderate increase in the amount of installed capacity for all forms of renewable generation, 
along with decreases in number of conventional gas and diesel fired power stations. Despite 
consumers not being as engaged with energy saving initiatives as they are in the Consumer 
Transformation world, there is still a reasonable uptake of flexible solutions such as vehicle - to - grid 
charging and time-of-use tariffs. 
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Figure 45: Uptake of electric vehicles in System Transformation 

 

Source: UK Power Networks and Element Energy DFES – 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/  

 

Figure 45, above, shows the rapid uptake of EVs forecasted under a System Transformation scenario. 
The initial years see EV hotspots in certain areas, before a more even distribution occurs in the late 
2030’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/
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Consumer Transformation 
The Consumer Transformation world sees the UK reach net zero by 2050, thanks to a mixture of large 
scale decarbonisation programmes, and consumers willing to change their behaviour and engage with 
new, smart technologies. This scenario sees a great deal of societal change, and many of the 
decarbonisation efforts are aided by innovative new revenue streams designed to encourage and 
reward consumers to adopt new routines. For example, time-of-use tariffs, which offer cheaper 
electricity to consumers at off-peak times. 

The UK undergoes an economic recession caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, however, in the long 
term the economy recovers and starts to flourish again. This means more money for Government, 
businesses, and individuals to spend on decarbonisation efforts. This scenario world sees a widespread 
uptake of EVs, as the price differential between the upfront cost of electric and convention vehicles 
continues to fall, while the total cost of ownership moves further in favour of EVs. Due to people 
having more money in their pockets, there is more willingness for vehicle owners to upgrade their 
conventional vehicle to an EV. The decarbonisation of larger vehicles is slower, but by the mid 2030’s 
there is a wide range of zero emission HDVs available, and a nationwide refuelling network completed 
by 2045. 

After much deliberation, the Government decides that the electrification of heat is the best way to 
decarbonise the sector. Gas boilers cannot be installed in new build homes from 2023 onwards, and 
gas boilers are banned outright by 2035. There is a nationwide programme of energy efficiency 
improvements to all buildings, reducing the amount of electricity needed to heat people’s homes. 
Various subsidies designed to make heat pumps more affordable are put in place and are kept in 
operation until the late 2020’s. The ban on gas boilers in 2035 leads to rapid uptake of electric heat 
pumps in the Consumer Transformation world. This can be seen in figure 46, on the next page, which 
shows the uptake of heat pumps in our licence area.  
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Figure 46: Heat pump uptake in Consumer Transformation 

 

Source: UK Power Networks and Element Energy DFES – 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/  

With both heat and transport becoming electrified, there is a requirement for much more electricity 
in the grid. This increase in demand is met primarily through large solar and wind installations, which 
become ever more affordable as their industries grow. As the amount of renewable generation grows, 
so does the amount of both grid scale and domestic storage, supplying high levels of grid flexibility. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/
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Leading the Way 
In a Leading the Way world the net zero target is reached before 2050, this scenario world involves 
the highest level of societal change and utilises state of the art electric and hydrogen 
decarbonisation technologies. This is the fastest of the scenario worlds to achieve net zero – as early 
as 2048 according to National Grid’s analysis. With a common goal to act as fast as possible to 
combat the climate emergency, this world also presents a variety of decarbonisation approaches 
across the nation as a result of regional variances. 

Accelerated by the post-pandemic green recovery, the Government announces further support and 
indeed expands upon the policies announced in the Ten Point Plan. This series of policies in the early 
2020s is aimed at enabling a fast rollout of decarbonisation measures using a combination of 
hydrogen, electrification, and energy efficiency improvements. 

The end of PHEV sales is advanced from 2035 to 2030, which further boosts the adoption of EVs and 
there is widespread engagement with vehicle-to-grid chargers, enabling more network flexibility. At 
the same time consumers are more willing to take public transport and opt for active transport such 
as cycling and walking, this leads to a significant demand reduction of passenger cars and a lower 
growth of the van stock relative to other scenarios. For HDVs, both batteries and hydrogen fuel cells 
are developed in scale and diesel ICE vehicles are completely phased out in the 2040s. 

Regarding the decarbonisation of heat, there is an early high deployment of both domestic and I&C 
heat pumps. The gas grid sees reduced utilisation by 2050 and is comprised of a mixture of zero-
carbon gases, meanwhile the Clean Heat Grant is extended to 2028, and unlike the other scenarios, 
supports hybrid heat pumps. There is a high uptake of district heating, and the supply is 
decentralised and provided by either heat pumps or waste heat. 

The required output of electricity generation is very high to support the decarbonisation efforts, 
with the electrification of transport and some of the heating sector, and the use of electrolysis to 
produce green hydrogen. Electricity generation in this scenario world is more centralised than in 
Consumer Transformation, with large solar PV farms and onshore wind being more popular. 
Consumers are willing to participate in flexibility programmes, with over 40% of those with EV 
charging at home taking part in either user or externally managed charging schemes. 
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Figure 47: Onshore wind generation uptake in Leading the Way 

 

Source: UK Power Networks and Element Energy DFES – 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/  

The high levels of uptake of onshore wind, as shown in figure 47 above, demonstrate the levels of 
both consumer and governmental engagement with renewable energy in the scenario. This scenario  

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/2021/01/11/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-2021/
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7. Decarbonising Heat 

 

7.1. Heat Pump Retrofitting in London 

The Mayor of London has set the aim of reaching net zero emissions by 2030, far in advance of the 
national target of 2050. To achieve this, drastic changes will have to take place within the Capital. With 
the ban on ICE vehicles moving to 2030, and the expansion of the ULEZ coming up in October 2021, 
London is well on the way to decarbonise road transport, which accounts for 20% of the cities 
greenhouse gas emissions. However, the hardest sector to decarbonise, heat, is moving at a much 
slower pace. Since 2014, London has seen an average of just 66 heat pump installations per year 
through the RHI. A report85 authored by the Carbon Trust and the Greater London Authority has 
analysed the prospect of installing heat pumps and energy efficiency measures in London’s building 
stock and made recommendations for accelerating the transition to zero-carbon heat. 

Figure 48: Greenhouse gas emissions in London 

 

Source: Carbon Trust – Heat Pump retrofit in London https://prod-drupal-
files.storage.googleapis.com/documents/resource/public/Heat-pump-retrofit-in-London-v2.pdf  

 

                                                           
85 https://prod-drupal-files.storage.googleapis.com/documents/resource/public/Heat-pump-retrofit-in-
London-v2.pdf  
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 As of 6 January, there have been 58,000 applications to the Green Homes 
Grant, but only 11,000 grants issued. The original target was for the GHG 
to last until March 2021, and to improve the thermal efficiency of 600,000 
homes, requiring 100,000 approved grants per month. 

As of November 2020, there have been 104,000 accreditations under the 
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI), these accreditations have an aggregate 
capacity of 6.3GW. 

 

https://prod-drupal-files.storage.googleapis.com/documents/resource/public/Heat-pump-retrofit-in-London-v2.pdf
https://prod-drupal-files.storage.googleapis.com/documents/resource/public/Heat-pump-retrofit-in-London-v2.pdf
https://prod-drupal-files.storage.googleapis.com/documents/resource/public/Heat-pump-retrofit-in-London-v2.pdf
https://prod-drupal-files.storage.googleapis.com/documents/resource/public/Heat-pump-retrofit-in-London-v2.pdf
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The report first establishes that heat pumps should be the primary technology for decarbonising 
London. It acknowledges that a hydrogen gas grid could achieve net zero, but that this is unlikely to 
happen until the 2040’s, which is in keeping with the assumptions in UK Power Networks Distribution 
Future Energy scenarios. Therefore, to achieve net zero by 2030, heat pumps should be the primary 
heating technology. It further establishes that heat pump technologies can work in all London building 
types, getting around the urban challenges of noise limits and external and internal space limitations. 
For example: 

• Air source heat pumps are capable of operating within noise limits as defined in the Permitted 
Development in dwellings order. 

• Fully internal air source heat pumps can remove the need for an outdoor fan where external 
space is not available. 

• Shared ambient loops with individual heat pumps in each flat offer a solution for blocks of 
flats replacing individual gas boilers 

• Large heat pumps can be utilised in heat networks in densely populated areas 

Once heat pumps have been established as the best choice for decarbonising London’s heating sector, 
a retrofitting plan is outlined. This plan rests on three foundations; energy efficiency, flexibility, and 
optimisation of system design.  

The energy efficiency requirement is well established and has been outlined in previous editions of 
this report. Reducing heat loss is an essential prerequisite underpinning all scenarios for achieving net 
zero, regardless of the technology chosen. Some efficiency measures are cost effective and improve 
the overall business case for heat pumps. However, in many cases the efficiency improvements will 
not pay for itself via fuel bill savings, and will require government support. 

The report analyses how the energy efficiency performance of London’s building stock could be 
improved by identifying four key groups and looking at what actions are best suited to which group. 
The four groups are: central government, the Greater London Authority (GLA), London boroughs, and 
private and public sector building owners. 

The actions relevant to central government are: 

• Bringing forward the planned £3.8bn investment for social housing from a ten year plan to 
be implemented within the next 3 – 5 years to kickstart the wider market. 

• Invest in energy efficiency as an infrastructure priority as part of the post COVID recovery. 
The £3bn announced in the July 2020 budget is promising, but remainder of the £9 billion 
identified for energy efficiency in the government’s manifesto commitments needs to follow 
and will need to increase to at least £15 billion per year in line with the CCC’s 
recommendations. 

• Invest in a joined up strategy of energy efficiency and zero-carbon heat. Ensuring that future 
support for building decarbonisation encourages both energy efficiency and zero-carbon 
heating solutions, delivered at the same time or in planned succession. 

• Identify a strategy for how all buildings can be brought up to an EPC rating of C by 2035. This 
must include buildings where there is a long (or non-existent) payback period. 

• Mandate Operational Performance Ratings for buildings. This involves working with local 
authorities and others to mandate more meaningful and enforceable minimum operational 
performance ratings for different building types. 
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Additionally, especially relevant to UK Power Networks, it calls for government to work with Ofgem 
and DNOs to explore options for DNOs to incentivise building energy efficiency as a mechanism for 
reducing peak load and network reinforcement under the RIIO-2 regulatory framework.  

The actions relevant to the GLA are related to policy and coordination. It calls on the GLA to make sure 
that heat pumps are supported through all existing programmes aimed at retrofitting buildings. 
Furthermore, it sees the GLA as well placed to work with London boroughs and social housing 
providers to secure funding for pilot projects aimed at delivering efficiency improvements on a larger 
scale. This then ties into the role of individual London boroughs, which are best placed to locate 
priority buildings that could benefit from these pilot schemes, and determining locations suitable for 
heat networks. 

Finally, the role of public and private sector building owners is to identify the buildings where 
efficiency measures can be implemented, utilising available government funding including the Green 
Homes Grant, the Domestic RHI and Non-Domestic RHI. 

This joined up approach where each group utilises their respective position to the greatest effect 
would appear to be the best strategy for undertaking a challenge as big as the implementing the 
required energy efficiency improvements. 

The second foundation, flexibility, is essential for reducing demand on the network and in turn 
reducing consumer bills. In their analysis of 15 different London building archetypes the report found 
that fuel bills could be reduced by up to 23% in some cases, by shifting demand outside of peak times. 
This goes hand in hand with efficiency improvements as greater thermal efficiency allows heat to be 
stored longer – enabling pre heating of buildings at cheaper times. The market for building level 
flexibility services is nascent, but the flexibility of demand is key to enabling the widespread adoption 
of heat pumps, while simultaneously significantly contributing to the financial case for heat pumps at 
the individual building level. Analysis by the Carbon Trust and Imperial College has suggested that the 
deployment of flexibility technologies will save the UK £17-40bn across the electricity system between 
now and 205086. 

The final foundation, optimisation of system design, relates to making sure that the technologies used 
are fit for purpose. That is, can work in London buildings of all types, delivering large reductions in 
CO2, comfortable temperatures, high user satisfaction and competitive fuel bills. This is essential as 
without good practice, the technology will not be seen as attractive, and uptake may stall.  

Good practice also relates to educating heat pump owners; in a well-designed system, the heat pumps 
will typically be much smaller in terms of kW output than the gas boiler it is replacing. For example, it 
is not uncommon to see a 20-28kW boiler in a property with a heat loss of only 4-8kW. This results in 
people using gas boilers to inject relatively short, sharp bursts of heat in to a building. 

In contrast, the load profiles for heat pumps are necessarily longer and flatter than for gas boilers. In 
other words, a heat pump can put the same amount of heat into a building, but will typically do so 
over a longer period of time throughout the day. For example, if the building is required to be 20°C by 
08:00, and the current gas boiler is switched on at 07:00 to bring the building up to temperature, the 
heat pump may need to be switched on 06:00 or earlier, depending on the conditions. 

                                                           
86 https://www.carbontrust.com/news-and-events/news/capturing-the-benefit-of-a-smart-flexible-energy-
system  

https://www.carbontrust.com/news-and-events/news/capturing-the-benefit-of-a-smart-flexible-energy-system
https://www.carbontrust.com/news-and-events/news/capturing-the-benefit-of-a-smart-flexible-energy-system
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7.2. Green Homes Grant and Clean Heat Grant 

The previous section outlined the importance of utilising domestic thermal efficiency improvements, 
and installing greater numbers of zero-carbon heating technologies. There are two new schemes that 
have been put in place to support this, the Green Homes Grant (GHG), and Clean Heat Grant (CHG). 

The Green Homes Grant came into effect at the end of September 2020, and has had its timeline 
extended to the end of March 2022. The scheme supports efficiency improvements by allowing 
homeowners and landlords to apply for funding for two-thirds of the cost of energy saving measures 
– up to £5,000. Lower income households will be eligible for funding of up to £10,00087. However, 
there are concerns that the scheme is moving too slowly. As of 6 January, there have been 58,000 
applications for the GHG, and only 11,000 grants issued88. Of the remaining applications, 11,000 are 
being processed, and 35,000 have been sent back for clarification. 

Figure 49: Breakdown of GHG applications 

 

Source: https://utilityweek.co.uk/concern-over-slow-pace-of-ghg/  

 

The original target was for the scheme to last until March 2021, and to improve the thermal efficiency 
of 600,000 homes, requiring 100,000 approved grants per month. The extended target, lasting until 
March 2022, required 33,000 approved grants per month. Having only 11,000 successful grants four 
months in to the scheme could be a cause for concern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
87 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-the-green-homes-grant-scheme  
88 https://utilityweek.co.uk/concern-over-slow-pace-of-ghg/  
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https://utilityweek.co.uk/concern-over-slow-pace-of-ghg/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-the-green-homes-grant-scheme
https://utilityweek.co.uk/concern-over-slow-pace-of-ghg/
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Figure 50: GHG trajectories (pro-rata) 

 

Source: Gov target announcement, Utility week article https://utilityweek.co.uk/concern-over-slow-pace-of-ghg/  

The issue around the speed of the GHG could be related to the number of accredited installers. There 
are currently just 745 companies that are accredited to carry out any GHG works, and the Government 
is aware it must sign up more contractors and installers.  

The slow speed of the GHG is also having an adverse effect on builders and installers, as delays in the 
issuing of vouchers has left some companies with no orders to fill, and as a result has had to lay off 
their installation teams, which can take years to train89. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
89 https://utilityweek.co.uk/ghg-having-opposite-effect-of-good-intentions/  
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Additionally, following the launch of the Green Homes Grant Local Authority Delivery Scheme in 
August 2020, 55 local authorities have been allocated funding to support upgrading homes for low 
income families. The upgrades will take place between November 2020 and March 2021, and will 
support projects to a total value of £74.3m90. Of the 55 local authorities, just 11 are within UK Power 
Networks licence area. 

Figure 51: Local Authorities that have been successful in securing funding 

 

Source: GHG delivery data - https://data.gov.uk/dataset/82658bdd-1ffa-42c8-a401-cc012b397a76/green-homes-grant-
local-authority-delivery  

 

 

                                                           
90 https://data.gov.uk/dataset/82658bdd-1ffa-42c8-a401-cc012b397a76/green-homes-grant-local-authority-
delivery  

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/82658bdd-1ffa-42c8-a401-cc012b397a76/green-homes-grant-local-authority-delivery
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/82658bdd-1ffa-42c8-a401-cc012b397a76/green-homes-grant-local-authority-delivery
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/82658bdd-1ffa-42c8-a401-cc012b397a76/green-homes-grant-local-authority-delivery
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/82658bdd-1ffa-42c8-a401-cc012b397a76/green-homes-grant-local-authority-delivery
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7.3. Renewable Heat Incentive Update 

As of November 2020, there have been 104,000 accreditations under the Renewable Heat Incentive 
(RHI), these accreditations have an aggregate capacity of 6.3GW. Of these installations, the majority 
consist of accreditations through the domestic RHI (DRHI) scheme, with only 20% of accreditations 
coming through the non-domestic RHI (NDRHI) scheme. 

Table 16: Key RHI statistics 

Measure Non Domestic RHI Domestic RHI 
Number of accreditations 20,598 83,856 
Capacity of accreditations (MW) 5,264 1,007 
Heat paid for (GWh) 54,701 5,448 

Source: November RHI statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/renewable-heat-incentive-statistics  

There were 149 new NDRHI applications during November 2020, which is more than twice the average 
for the past 12 months, and is the highest number of applications since September 2017. Of these 
applications, three quarters were heat pumps, and the number of applications for small water and 
ground source heat pumps was the highest ever received in a single month on record. 

This trend of increased applications was reflected in the DRHI applications, as 1,448 new applications 
were received in November 2020 which is again considerably higher than the average of 948 over the 
previous 12 months. This is the highest number of applications since June 2015. 

Figure 52: Monthly RHI applications 

 

Source: November RHI statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/renewable-heat-incentive-statistics  

For NDRHI installations, biomass boilers remain the most popular technology with 84% of applications 
being for this technology type. Heat pumps are less popular with only a 14% share in NDRHI 
applications. 
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Figure 53: Breakdown of total RHI applications 

 

Source: November RHI statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/renewable-heat-incentive-statistics 

Meanwhile domestic applications are dominated by air and ground source heat pumps (ASHP and 
GSHP respectively), with these technologies receiving 75% of total applications. 

The DRHI scheme saw a sharp fall in applications in 2015, after which ASHP applications started to 
rise from late 2018 onwards. However they dropped again after the first quarter of 2020, likely due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, since the middle of 2020 they have started to recover and look 
to keep on increasing. 

Figure 54: Quarterly DRHI applications by technology 

 

Source: November RHI statistics - https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/renewable-heat-incentive-statistics 
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7.4. Hydrogen 

As discussed in section 6.2, the Ten Point Plan outlines significant investment in hydrogen research, 
production, and transportation. One of the ambitions in the plan was to trial homes using hydrogen 
for heating and cooking, starting with a Hydrogen Neighbourhood in 2023, moving to a Hydrogen 
Village by 2025, with an aim for a Hydrogen Town – equivalent to tens of thousands of homes – before 
the end of the decade91. This ambition is a step closer now, thanks to the UKs first trial of using a 
hydrogen blend to heat a village on the UKs public gas grid. Up to 20% hydrogen will be blended into 
the natural gas network of a small village of around 650 homes near Newcastle toward the end of 
March 202192. Other hydrogen trials are already under way in the UK but they are in properties that 
are either uninhabited or on a closed private network. This is an important stepping stone towards 
future trials of more homes and a higher percent hydrogen blend. 

The trial will see all appliances remain the same, as they have been checked for safety by engineers, 
however a switch to 100% hydrogen would require new boilers. Due to this, gas networks and boiler 
manufacturers have written an open letter to the Prime Minister asking him to establish a mandate 
that all new boilers installed in Britain’s homes must be “hydrogen-ready” from 202593. Assuming a 
fifteen year average lifecycle for boiler, a 2025 ban on non-hydrogen compatible boilers would mean 
the majority of houses would be ready for a hydrogen gas network by 2040. This is in line with policy 
recommendations from the Climate Change Committee on reaching net zero and the sixth carbon 
budget94. Having hydrogen ready boilers would be essential in ensuring a smooth transition to a 
hydrogen gas grid, if the UK decides that pursuing a hydrogen network is the best solution to the issue 
of decarbonising heating. 

Policy 
The Institution of Mechanical Engineers have identified a number of policy decisions that they 
believe discriminate against zero-carbon fuels such as hydrogen. These highlighted policies create 
barriers to a level playing field and suggested remedies to achieve a truly technology neutral level 
playing field for decarbonisation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
91 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-outlines-his-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution-
for-250000-jobs  
92 https://www.ft.com/content/882cb638-5766-4bd5-ba60-550004c9ad6c  
93 https://utilityweek.co.uk/gas-industry-calls-for-hydrogen-ready-boiler-mandate-from-2025/  
 
94 https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Policies-for-the-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-and-Net-
Zero.pdf  

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-outlines-his-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution-for-250000-jobs
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-outlines-his-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution-for-250000-jobs
https://www.ft.com/content/882cb638-5766-4bd5-ba60-550004c9ad6c
https://utilityweek.co.uk/gas-industry-calls-for-hydrogen-ready-boiler-mandate-from-2025/
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Policies-for-the-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-and-Net-Zero.pdf
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Policies-for-the-Sixth-Carbon-Budget-and-Net-Zero.pdf
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Table 17: Hydrogen Policy Anomalies 

Policy Explanation Remedy 
VAT for hydrogen is higher 
than alternatives. 

H2 is standard rated under VAT, regardless of 
use or carbon content. This means that VAT for 
H2 is always 20%, while red diesel95 VAT rate is 
just 5%. 

Peg the VAT rate of H2 to 
the same as red diesel. H2 
can then compete on a 
level cost basis. 

Threshold for “additionality” 
is higher for H2 than 
alternatives. 

A fleet can achieve zero emissions by using BEVs 
and signing a renewable energy contract. 
However, if an electrolyser is used for H2 
production under the same contract, it is not 
considered “additional” and does not qualify for 
Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO). 

Include H2 as a fuel for 
“Qualifying uses”, creating 
a level playing field. 

Current policies focus on 
road vehicles. 

Enhanced capital allowances (ECA) for H2  
refuelling and storage only apply to vehicles 
installed by business and do not apply to marine, 
aviation, rail or for other non-road vehicle users. 

Expand the RTFO to apply 
to H2 uses for any mode of 
transport 

Green H2 production for 
industrial fuel is subject to 
double taxation. 

Given the need for separate company structures 
between the power generation asset, the 
electrolysis asset and the end consumer, green 
H2 pays VAT and grid taxes for the electricity, as 
well as VAT on the end fuel sale. 

Remove electricity and 
grid taxes for H2 produced 
for heat consumption. 
This will prevent double 
taxation 

Tax deductions for ULEVs 
penalise H2. 

The current policy framework caps the Plug-in-
Grant for cars with a purchase price under 
£50,000, which excludes all hydrogen vehicles 
commercially available today. 

Re-instate the Plug-in-
Grant for fuel cell vehicles. 

Source: Institution of Mechanical Engineers - https://www.imeche.org/docs/default-source/1-oscar/reports-policy-
statements-and-documents/hydrogen---policy-anomalies-document-final-2020.pdf?sfvrsn=2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
95 Red diesel is the term for diesel for use in non-road vehicles. 

https://www.imeche.org/docs/default-source/1-oscar/reports-policy-statements-and-documents/hydrogen---policy-anomalies-document-final-2020.pdf?sfvrsn=2
https://www.imeche.org/docs/default-source/1-oscar/reports-policy-statements-and-documents/hydrogen---policy-anomalies-document-final-2020.pdf?sfvrsn=2
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7.5. Heat Networks Update 

The Heat Network Delivery Unit (HNDU) and Heat Network Investment Project (HNIP) are two 
governmental mechanisms designed to promote the installation of heat networks by Local Authorities 
and commercial businesses respectively. The HNDU, set up in 2013, provides grant funding and 
guidance to Local Authorities for heat network project development. 

The latest HNDU summary from the third quarter of 2020 shows that there are 114 heat networks in 
either the construction, planning, or feasibility study phase96. This represents a capital investment of 
over £1.7bn, with £180m being made up of projects that are under construction. 

Figure 55: Breakdown of HNDU capex (£m) 

 

Source: Heat Networks Delivery Unit 2020Q3 summary - https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hndu-pipeline  

There remain seven heat network projects under construction, the joint highest number of projects 
under construction. The middle two quarters of 2020 saw the highest number of projects under 
construction in the HDNU series, going back to 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
96 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hndu-pipeline  
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Figure 56: Number of projects under construction in the HDNU 

 

Source: Heat Networks Delivery Unit summary - https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hndu-pipeline 

Of 114 projects listed in the HNDU, gas fired CHP units remain the most popular technology choice, 
with 52 projects (46%) being of this technology type. However, since the end of 2019, gas CHP has 
started to become less popular, with Energy from Waste (EfW) starting to see higher numbers of 
projects. 

Figure 57: Fuel sources of heat networks in the HNDU 

 

Source: Heat Networks Delivery Unit summary - https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hndu-pipeline 
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The steady increase in the number of projects continues, with privately owned projects steadily seeing 
more projects started. There are currently 15 ongoing privately owned projects in the HNDU, the 
highest in the published series. 

Figure 58: Private v Council projects in the HNDU 

 

Source: Heat Networks Delivery Unit summary - https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hndu-pipeline 
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